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Muhammad
Guilty of Racial
Harassment
Tonight's Lecture Called to Question
-By Dede Nickerson-

The Search Is On

Follett's
Contract
To Expire
-By Anna B. DavidNews Writer

are disappointed in a decision
they consider to be an administrative paradox: allowing an individual judged guilty of racial harassment to speak. Ron Keiner,
Associate Professor of Religion
who served as faculty adviser to
the student who filed the charges,
claims that the policy has an inherent contradiction, and the
decision to allow Muhammad to
speak is "wimpy and timid. Trinity is a private college and does
not have to conform to the First
Amendment."
Several Trinity students, organized as the Connecticut Alliance Against Bigotry, will hold a
silent candlelight vigil tonight
outside the East Door of Mather
from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. They will
also be wearing yellow armbands
throughout the day to protest the
allowing of the lecture. Inapress
release these students said "raPlease see Lecture, page 7

Follett's Bookstore's contract
with Trinity College will end in
May of 1991. The Student GovThis week Don Muhammad
ernment Association, along with
was found guilty of racial harassAnne Gushee, director of Mather
ment.
Hall, and Julienne Coe, chairperson of the Mather Hall Bookstore
The Racial Harassment
Committee, may decide not to
Committee's decision stems from
renew it.
an incident during a question-and"The bookstore is not academic
answer session following
enough," says Adam Stem '93.
Muhammad's November 21 lec"When I give tours to prospective
ture. The Committee convicted
students, I'm almost embarrassed
Muhammad of labeling one Trinto call that the school bookity student as a "dirty, lying, cheatstore." Says Kate Zipser "92, "The
ing Jew."
selection is limited, and what is
But critics claim that changes
there is so random. If they're going
made in the Racial Harassment
to have food, they should have
Policy attempt to incorporate the
food we need-not malt balls and
question of free speech, arid that
yogurt and covered raisins."
the decision may bring unwanted
The SGA is investigating the
tension to Muhammad's lecture
addition of a small convenience
tonight. Besides, many students
store, a coffee shop, more acawho attended the session either
demically-inclined leisure books,v
Under Wraps- Bishop Brownell was adorned with a make-shift toga over
don't remember, or would argue
the weekend.
.
•
Photo by Sue Muik
and an open-ended used book buyagainst, the fact that Muhammad
back policy, Melissa Gold '90,
ever called anyone anything.
president of the SGA, believes
The Policy on Racial Harassthese ideas are feasible; the most
ment, as of September 1989, states
significant problem is the amount
that: "Racial intolerance is im1
of.
spacfr available. "Space is. a
champion
certain
•
causes,*
said
product
belies
the
complexify
of
moral and racial harassment is
-By Patricia A. Piersonthe members's message and in- Murphy, "but this was a reafly major concern for everyone inillegal. At Trinity we will tolerManaging Editor
wide array." The goal of this volved," Julienne Coe, chairpertent.
ate neither. We consider all ex"The creation of Consoli- splinter group was to resolve the son of the Mather Bookstore
pressions of racism as threats to
In recent weeks, students dated is a response to discrimina- scheduling problem between the Committee, said. Possible sites
the community we strive to cre"Week activities and forexpansion include the arcade(if
ate. Racism debilitates anddisen- have received three copies of the tory and repressive bureaucracy, Awareness
the PAA lecture in a manner sat- some of the video games are
lack
of
accountability,
and
lack
Armagideon
Times,
distributed
by
'franchises; it leads to feelings of
moved into the Cave), and the
isfactory to all parties.
impotence, and anger. It under- the self-proclaimed student or- of due process on the part of the
Followingthese negotiations, Hallden Computer Center- promines all that we seek to accom- • ganization Consolidated. These Trinity College administration,"
postponed
Don vided the new Computer Center
letters are, for the most part, the states the second Times distrib- PAA
plish in a liberal arts college."
has been built.
Muhammad's
lecture
an
entire
Regardless, several members sole representation of the activist uted by the group. Thislettercites week, although tonight's speech
Prospective replacements inmusicians
Gello
Biafra
and
Ice-T
of Trinity's Jewish community group, yet the nature of the final
as well as bands such as The will also conflict with Latin clude Albion Books, who would
Clash as Consolidated's inspira- American Week activities. Nev- only deal with the textbooks of
ertheless, this positive outcome the store, and Atticus Books, who
tion.
The newsletters themselves sparked interest among the stu- offers more of a "package deal"
have aroused controversy due to Please see Consolidated, page 7 Please see Books, page 7
what someperceiveas inflammatory accusations levied against the
administration. "This is serious,
folks. And it can very well carry
outside and beyond Trinity. But
the three thousand applications
let's deal with Uncle Tom's
the ol/ice receives annually,
-Bj Hugh M.M. Andersoncampus, and it's obstacles, first,"
dose
to
half
ot
them
aniw
beT dm»
maintains the second installment
tween Januarj JO and January
of the Times.
20
Such language, and the
"Jusi opening the mail is a
RNFAIHapostci that
newsletter's caption "Learn the
rcads'TIow I Got Into jna)orundertakinj!,"Bonis said
noun-form definition of exploitat'»Hege. Keep Reminding Aftei all parcels have been retion and figure which side you're
pursuit .It's Onl\ a Movie1", ceived, the office umbarks pn a
on,"
elicits agreement from some
thiee
Week
hiatus
during
which
M> Noonan sits along w ith half
students and incredulity from
ddoren olhei secietanes busii) ail iniormation contained m the
others. Despite having announced
•yp>ng information about pio- applications is tiansterred to oftwo open meetings in the past two
specuvc students into LOtnpuT- 1 ice t omputers The Depanmcnl
e
weeks, the group remains more of
i >• Outside the dooi, c onstrut - us tliusf lelt with dppiOMmdtcIv
an
underground, loosely-defined
two
months
to
read
each
apphuon workers aie renn\ ating the
organization. Withfurtherevents
tarion thiw times before a
reception room.
planned for the coming weeks,
A yellow ribbon is tied airound a tree in recognition of Sexual Assault
"We have to be efficient, or decision is reached. And althis status may change.
Pholo by Sue Muik
Awareness Week.
we'd go under." Noonan says. though three readings i>s indeed
•According to Consolidated
*nd while the Admissions IX-- a formidable t.isk. Boms and hi*
member Paul Murphy '92, the
partmunt lia>> no immediate cohorts believes it is only fan to
group stems from the conflict
the
neivous
senior
who
spills
plan<. to abandon ship, the push
which arose between Sexual
<*» meet the March 25 his life's story on the buff colAssault Awareness Week and the
acceptance and ored tn-told
Don Muhammad lecture origiletters will be mailed)
"We don't want <uiy apph
Racial Harassment Committee Release.:
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nally slated for March 6. Stuthe office in what j.he de- cant to receive only one pair of
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To
Nicaragua
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b as d tathcr, well, "cha- eyes "Borus said "It someone's
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Opinion
Editorial
Harassment Decision Makes Lecture Situation Different
Don Muhammad will return to lecture here tonight on Black Leaders of the Muhammad's abuse of free speech warrants limiting its outside attendance and
, ..
1960's. His last visit incited awareness and activism that has undoubtedly served the number of Muhammad's entourage.
The administration seems.to have stumbled upon a decision that may
to wake the College up to intellectual and to social realities.
^
But as a result of that first visit, Muhammad has been found guilty of racial now be the best way to allow everyone's concerns to be recognized.
harassment against one of Trinity's students. He was charged
with verbally battering a Jewish student, and subsequently
was convicted (See related article, page 1).
Muhammad's message is an important one. The plight
of Black leaders of the 1960's is a topic very carefully dodged in
most history books, and one that should be explored more
I understand the limitations of The done to help them? Controver-by Tovah Kasdindeeply. Muhammad's lecture is an outstanding chance to do
Racial Harassment Policy when sial speakers coming to campus
applied to outsiders of the Trinity is not our problem; the problem
this.
Special to the Tripod
community, I fail to understand lies in the structure of our instituBut the decision has been laid down, and to allow
Muhammad the same number of amenities that he would
The strongest human emo- why free speech is being viewed tion.
as more important than the antiFor those who have gained a
enjoy without this decisionis a political mistake. This scenario tion is compassion,
Semitic remarks within his speech. positive message from Don
for
ourselves,
and
for
others.
would make the Racial Harassment policy look ineffective.
Once this is lost... all is lost. Don Muhammad has the "right" Muhammad on November 21st,
If nothingg else, the Racial Harassment Policyy has been
We lose our abilityto under- to come to speak at Trinity, but is sitting through that lecture was
tested and proven to be more than a figurehead policy. But the stand, to hope...
there anything of integrity to be inspirational. But for those stuverdict of the Committee leaves some serious questions to be
gained from his lectures if he dents who felt offended and per• Arid to change.
answered in a short period of time.
blatantly insults members of our sonally attacked by Don MuhamThe Policy is a good one,, especially in its amended form.
Although we are all apart of own community? I feel more med, sitting through that speech
The Tripod believes it is a step in the right direction of racial the same institution, no two of compassion needs to be given to- was emotionally traumatic and
harassment on this campus.
our college experiences will be the victims of his speech who are chilling. Many corrective measBut convicting Muhammad of harassment and not the same. This is due in part to the targets of this anti-Semitism. ures need to be taken to help our
enforcing the policy in any way is an obvious contradiction. different academic pursuits, ex- Too much emphasis has been community progress instead of
The Policy does not include any punishment as a result of the tracurricular activities, political given to debating whether outside regress after the March 13th lecdecision, so a compromise is in order.
and social viewpoints, and most community members have the ture. People should respect othThe Tripod advocated that the Muhammad lecture be importantly diverse racial, relig- right to attend this lecture. We ers and understand when they
moved to the Oosting Gymnasium, and, barring any legitimate ious, andethnic backgrounds. The need to protect our own students feel hurt instead of insisting that
protecting the democracy this hurt can not exist. As a Jew
outside threat from the public, opened it to the community. But challenge to coming to a liberal before
of Connecticut.
and minority student on this cambecause Muhammad now has a record of harassment, perhaps arts college such as Trinity, is to
the guidelines set by the upper level administration do not be exposed to "a free exchange of
There have been many hours pus, I feel the anti-Semitism in
ideas." But we, as rising con- spent in dialogue between the Don Muhammad's speech more
seem too inappropriate.
We should have the.lecture, because the message is tributors to our greater society, Black and Jewish communities, strongly than I feel the Black
important and because recent Muhammad lectures have taken must remember that a free ex- but very little progress has been emppwermentni§s,pge?butlstijl
place without incident. To cancel the lecture would be ex post change of ideas is beneficial as made in understanding the other bel ieve that there is a strong sense
facto enforcement of the Policy, because Muhammad was long we maintain an environment group's perspectives. I think the of Black Nationalism in the Naof respect. We can learn, not only key ingredient which is missing tion of Islam. All I am asking is
invited back before the decision came through.
in the classroom, but as individuBut we as students must realize that he is dangerous as als who are a part of the political from these discussions is com- that consideration be given to
passion for "the other side." It is those students who sense a strong
a convicted racial harasser. The College now has the and social Trinity community.
often hard to put ourselves in the feeling of anti-Semitism in this
administrative right to restrict his engagement that it did not
I feel this basic ideal of re- shoes of people who have oppos- movement.
have before this decision was handed down.
ing political, religious, and social
We must to try and take
Putting the lecture in Oosting is still not a bad idea. But spect has been overshadowed by views. I strongly believe we can
the insistence for the preservaeveryone's feelings into account
tion of free speech. DonMuham- not go on trying to compete for when discussing the issue of antiFrom The Editor:
med has been found guilty of who is right in this issue of free Semitism and racism. Only then
The Student Government Association Information
racial harassment as a result of speech concerning Don Muham- can we walk away with a sense of
Box and a letter to the Editor from SGA President Melissa
the question and answer session mad. We need to take a step back understanding and compassion
Gold had to be deleted from the Tripod this week due to the
following his November 21st and look at our daily lives on this for those that are different than
number of breaking news stories. The Tripod apologizes
lecture, yet he is being welcomed campus. Why do some minority us, rather than a sense of hostility
for the omisiion, and will repectfully print both in next
back because free speech has to groups feel isolated or di sempow- and hopelessness.
week's issue.
be maintained at all costs. While ered on this campus? What can be

Religions, Social Messages At Odds
Compassion for "Other Side" In Dialogue Missing

TRINITY 'TRIPOD Gerety Needs to Address Issue
To the Editor;

f J^)hn W. M. Clau<H
-

:

ii Editor-in-Chiefii

. , ! Ill t\\ O

>1 11 $, Or^faiions;Manager

hl€eiAh#iSS 1 i M M
All letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed by the
author and including a phone number for verification will be considered for
publication. Though there is no limit on length, the Tripod reserves the right
to edit any submission over 250 words in length. Letters may be left on the
door or the Tripod office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 1310. The
Tripod can be reached at 297-2583.

A

An Open Letter to President
Gerety
Dear President Gerety:
I appreciate your statement
of support for Sexual Assault
Awareness Week and am encouraged by your words condemning
sexual coercion and intimidation
at Trinity College. I believe that
now would be the perfect time for
the administration to adopt the
following measures to better deal
•with and reduce sexual assault at
Trinity.
(1) Create a faculty or administrative position for someone who
is specifically trained in counseling victims of acquaintance rape
and assault,
(2) Provide the Women's
Center or the Dean of Students
Office with the funds to begin an
Acquaintance Rape Education
program on campus.
(3) Develop and send to every
student a written policy condemning rape and other sexual assaults
and emphasizing that these crimes
will not be tolerated on campus.
The policy statement should focus on acquaintance rape.
(4) Revise the code of student conduct to specifically pro-

hibit rape and other sexual as- the recommendations that require
saults on campus.
funding, the Development Office
(5) Include certain victim's should be instructed to investirights in the student codes, such gate grants and other possible'
as the right to have someone ac- sources of funding and support
company the victim throughout for these programs.
the disciplinary process; the right
These recommendations are
not to have irrelevant past sexual relatively inexpensive, yet effechistory discussed, and the right to tive. Their implementation can
deliver a victim impact statement yield major benefits by providing
or suggest an appropriate penalty a far safer environment for1 stuif the accused rapist is found to dents, faculty, and staff; diminhave violated the student codes of ishing the growing risk of 'civil
conduct.
liability faced by colleges in
(6) Establish an immediate campus sexual assault cases; and
hearing procedure or informal ensuring that those victimized
method to modify living arrange- once by an assailant will not be
ments in cases where the victim victimized a second time by an
and the accused live in the same unresponsive and insensitive sysdormitory.
tem.
(7) Adopt procedures that will
Thank you for your considencourage victims to report sex- eration of these measures and for
ual assaults to college staff and your support of Sexual Assault
that facilitate the gathering of Awareness Week.
crucial information about these
Some of the suggestions for
assaults in one specified adminis- this letter were provided by Aileen
trative office.
Adams and Gail Abarbanel, au(8) Establish a task force of thors of "Sexual Assault on
students, faculty, and staff that Campus: What Colleges Can Do."
will be responsible for reviewing
crimes on campus, implementing Sincerely,
ways to prevent dangerous situ- • Lizbet M. Boroughs '90
ations and providing appropriate
care for victims.
(9) If money is available for
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Opinion
Racial Harrassment Board
Announces Case Decision

To the Editor:
We are writing this letter to
inform all members of the Trinity
Community of the outcome of
two recent cases presented to the
Racial Harassment Grievance
Committee. The Trinity-Racial
Harassment Policy specifies that
complainant' and defendants'
names are kept confidential, and
we will follow that policy in this
report. Our purpose in reporting on our deliberations is not to make
public accusations but rather to
inform the community of the kind
of actions that fall under the judgement of the Committee.
A student brought a charge
of racial harassment against an
unidentified individual following
an incident in the lobby of the
Austin Arts Center in November,
1989. The committee felt that it
did not have sufficient evidence
to substantiate a claim of harassment in that incident. This student also brought a charge against
a lecturer speaking on the same
night as the first incident, stating
that the speaker had harassed
members of the audience during
his public lecture and the discussion following. We informed the
speaker of this charge, with the
hope that he could be present for
the. hearing, but he declined to
appear. Our committee heard
testimony from many witnesses
O;i March 1, 1990, and reached
the following decisions:
1.While some individuals in
the audience may have found some
c: the statements made during the
lecture in question controversial
or offensive, we concluded that
nothing the speaker did or said
during the lecture constituted
racial harassment under our interpretation of the college's racial
harassment policy. We entirely

uphold this speaker's, and every
speaker's, right to free speech and
academic freedom in this talk and
in any subsequent talks. We therefore oppose efforts to prevent this
speaker from lecturing on this
campus.
The testimony also described
in detail the events and atmosphere of the question-and-answer
session following the talk. The
atmosphere seems to have been
raucous and highly emotional.
Several witnesses describes particular incidents in which the
speaker intimidated and denounced questioners who disagreed with him. It seems that
some members of the audience
joined with the lecturer in his
denunciations. While there was
no evidence that these episodes
were racially or ethnically motivated, we found them to be harmful to the questioners and generally destructive to the atmosphere
we believe should be upheld at
any college lecture. We were
dismayed that a Trinity event
could degenerate into name-calling and shouting matches, not only
because the atmosphere undermined the discussion of the lecture but also because it contributed to a hostile environment in
which incidents or racial or ethnic
harassment become more likely.

We also concluded that the
speaker's response to at least one
questioner constituted racial harassment under bur interpretation
of the racial harassment policy.
In this instance, the speaker personally attacked the questioner
on the basis of ethnic identity, and
insulted the questionerrepeatedly
and with explicit derogatory references to the ethnic background
of the questioner. In this particular, exchange, the lecturer's com-

F/A/S Program On Race
Relations Shows Progress

To the Editor:
ments were different in kind from
On Wednesday, February
the expression of a controversial
28, sixty concerned students and
idea: The comments were difaculty members gathered in the
rected at a particular individual,
Wean Lounge for almost three
were based on that individuals'
hours
addressing the issues of
ethnic background, and insulted
race relations at Trinity. For the
the questioner on that basis
first time since last semester, I
through a sustained and hostile
believe that there was an exverbal attack. This hostility was
change of positive dialogue. No
reinforced by some members of
answers were found, only unthe audience and by the presence
derstanding among the group.
of the speaker's bodyguards.
Blacks, Whites, Asians, HispanWhile the danger of physical harm
ics, and Jews^freefy expressed
was probably slight, the psychonot only their concerns, but also
logical harm done to the victim of
their desire to understand one
this incident was real. Taking
another.
these factors into consideration,
I would like to thank both
we concluded that the speaker's
Professors Chatfield and Greenwords in this instance were racially harassing. We have expressed our condemnation of this
incident to the speaker.
The same principles that
protect the right of any speaker to
express his or her views without
intimidation and verbal abuse also
protect the members if his or her
audience, We have therefore To the Editor:
The Student Government
recommended that President
Gerety establish a policy designed Association would like to join the
to protect the open atmosphere Tripod in congratulating Steve
conducive to the discussion of Kemler '90 and Andy Jen '90 for
ideas at College events, and to creating the Daily Planet. In fact,
implement the policy through the contrary to your editorial on March
cooperative efforts of campus 1,1990 entitled "Keep the World
speakers, their sponsoring organi- Turning", we already had supzations, and Collegeofficials. We ported them. The SGA approprihope that future campus events ated $200 to cover the operating
are not marred by incidents of expenses of the Daily Planet for
harassment. We hope that this one week, almost six days before
report.will contribute, however your paper went to print. We
slightly, to insuring that this is a • voted to donate the money even
campus where everyone is treated before we were "called upon", by
with respect regardless of race or the Tripod.
ethnic background.
There was also another inaccuracy in your editorial. SPARC
had about enough money in its
Sincerely,
budget to publish the Daily Planet
The Racial Harassment
for only another week or two, not
Grievance Committee
the rest of this year as reported.
April Brown, Chair

ments to donate blood-for the Red
Cross in the Washington Room.
Also on Thursday March 1, while
conducting sign-ups in the Mather
Campus Center, Blood Drive
volunteers were approached by a
security representative and were
informed that the Red Cross must
vacate the Washington Room by
3:00 p.m. on the scheduled date of
the Blood Drive. This, of course,
wasaresultof the administration's
decision to hold Minister Don
Muhammad's Lecture in the
Washington Room on Tuesday
March 6th.
To vacate the Washington
Room by 3:00 p.m. would mean
to relinquish a substantial number
of donors, crucial to the event's
success, and to publicize new

Blood Drive operation times
(10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.) to all
those whom had already taken
appointments. In short, nothing
but confusion could result. Nevertheless, Blood Drive volunteers
worked assiduously to restore
order out of the chaos the administration had pulled them into.
Although the Blood Drive proved
to be successful this semester, it
could have been better. 115 pints
of blood were given by donors.
Those who gave are to be congratulated for their support.
The end result of the
administration's untimely interference, however, was not only
the loss of blood donors, but the
trivialization of an event many
students worked hard to partici-

pate in. Even though Minister Don
Muhammad's lecture was canceled, the damages had already
been assessed. We find this particularly disheartening to those
who bonded together to provide a
collective good for the Trinity
community. President; Gerety's
policy unambiguously states that
students and student organizations
at Trinity have the right to reserve
available rooms and facilities
through the Calendar Office. We
urge the administration to adhere
strictly to this policy so that such
scheduling conflicts do not arise
in the future.
Sincerely,
Havy Haveliwala '92 .
On behalf of the Brothers
of Psi-Upsilon

ConnPIRG Outlines Semester Plans
To the Editor:
The Connecticut Public Interest Research Group is a
state-wide, student directed, student funded, non-partisan
environmental and consumer advocacy group. The chapter
at Trinity was established in 1974 as a way for Trinity
students to pool their resources with other college students
and hire a professional staff of lawyers, lobbyists, researchers and organizers. This staff provides the expertise for
students to do effective research, education and advocacy on
important public interest issues.
This semester ConnPIRG is working on four projects.
We are organizing education and action events gearing up
for the 20th anniversary of Earth Day. We are organizing the
5 th annual Hunger Cleanup, the goal of which is to raise over
$ 10,000 to help alleviate hunger and homelessness. We are
continuing our campaign to save the Long Island Sound.

Sincerely,
Allison E,Picott'92

Daily Planet Editorial
Research Incomplete

Psi-U Blood Drive Shortened for Lecture
To the Editor:
Psi Upsilon has sponsored the
Semi-Annua] Red Cross Blood
Drive since 1984. To orchestrate
such a significant, communal
event takes many hours of scrupulous planning by its staff of
volunteers. Last year, Psi Upsilon
exercised its right to reserve the
Washington Room via the Calender Office from 11 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. for Tuesday March 6,1990.
In order to ensure thatamaximum
amount of blood is being donated
under the given restraints of time,
it is imperative that the organizers
give appointments to potential
donors prior to the day of the
Blood Drive.
By Thursday March 1 st, over
100 students were given appoint-

berg for leading this discussion
and most especially the students
who attended and shared their
feelings and concerns. I believe
that something very positive has
come about and that if we take
the time to expand upon this that
a great understanding on this
campus will one day emerge.
There, will be future discussions planned for anyone who is
interested in creating positive
changes in race relations on this
campus.
Thank you once again to all
who participated.

Lastly, we are running a car safety campaign.
ConnPIRG's activities are funded through a $3.00 per
student per semester refundable fee which is collected as a part
of the Student Activities Fee. The fee was established through
a campus referendum in which a majority of Trinity students
voting voted in favor of having and funding a ConnPIRG chapter
on campus. In the fall of 1988 Trinity students reaffirmed their
support for ConnPIRG when 84% of the student body voted to
continue having and funding the chapter.
Sincerely,
Elisa K. Dowling
Campus Organizer
Eric DeCavaignac'92
Chapter Chair

.

Although extremely innovative
and efficient, the Daily Planet is
also expensive. If the SGA were
simply to allot the money as has
been suggested by your editorial,
many other student organization's
would be devastated* especially
with the budgetary difficulties this
year. The Budget Committee
appropriates student activities
budgets only once a year, and can
not simply donate thousands of
dollars whenever it pleases. There
is-another option.
We the SGA believe that the
Daily Planet could be a very successful means of campus communication, but if its costs are to be
covered it will take coordination.
TCAC, too, has donated money to
this project, as all organizations
should consider. If organizations
contributed a majority of the
money that they spend on posters
and paper to announce meetings,
the Daily Planet would relay the
information, save paper, and organize the confusion cluttering
Mather's walls. If other clubs can
agree to this idea, then the project
will work. If not, it would be
unfair for the Budget Committee
to take student's activities fee and
create what would become the
third largest budget (after TCAC.
and the Tripod) in only its first
year.
In conclusion, the theme of
the editorial is essentially good,
but the research involved was
weak. According to Steve. Kemler, he was never consulted on the
article and would have clarified
any inaccuracies, prior to the edition. In the future, a phone call
would be helpful.
Sincerely,
The Student Government Association

The opinions expressed
in these letters do not
necessarily reflect the
views, thoughts,
opinions, or beliefs of
the Tripod as a whole or
in part.
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Opinion
Students' Impatience Source of Difficulty
To the Editor:
I write to express my opinion
on the so-called administration/
student feud. I would argue that
there is no feud, but rather, that
there are a plethora of irresponsible broadsides against the administration hanging in the air.
There had been much debate over
the administration's handling of
the upcoming speech by the
Minister Muhammad. I would
argue that the administration, and
particularly Tom Gerety and
Cheryl Smith, have shown remarkable patience and good faith
in the negotiations about this
speech.

In an ideal world unlimited
free speech would be an unquestioned right for all. In an ideal
world no one would take advantage of this right by employing
hateful or violence provoking
speech. Unfortunately, this is far
from an ideal world, and Trinity is
far from an ideal community. A
majority of our community recognizes this, and accepts certain
limitations on its right to the free
speech. Mike Pina, President of
the Pan-African Alliance, expressed this extremely well in his
eloquent defense of our Racial
Harassment Policy. He wrote,
"The first amendment right to free

speech and expression is not carte
blanche to say and do anything,
for it has limitations, It is illegal
to yell 'fire' in a crowded theater
because it may incite chaos which
could lead to physical harm. ..The
governmental limitations on free
speech include words which incite violence or chaos, and expressions of ideas which send
messages of inferiority." (Tripod
3/1/90) As Mike reminds us, there
are limitations on free speech.
Many in our community,
including the Racial Harassment
Committee, have argued that
Minister Muhammad exceeded
these limitations in his previous

speech. Members of Trinity's
Jewish Community have been
outraged by the Minister's disparaging remarks about their religion and their heritage. Members of both the student body and
the faculty have argued to Tom
Gerety that this is clearly a time
for administrative prior restraint.
Trinity's Racial Harassment
Committee has now found Minister Muhammad guilty of racial
harassment, thus making it obvious that Gerety was hardly under
any obligation to allow this man
to speak.
I, for one, and I would assume a majority of the commu-

Week Passes, Problem of Assault Lingers
Victim Relates Own Acquaintance Rape
To the Editor:
One weekend last semester I was acquaintance raped by a fellow
Trinity student. I had met him at a party, and because I trusted him as
a classmate, I agreed to let him walk me home. We stopped in his room
and talked for a while. He started making advances to which I
consented. However, when I felt things were getting out of hand, I
immediately said no. I resisted verbally and physically. He knew
perfectly well what I was saying and doing, but it did not matter. To
him, I was a "nice girl", and "nice girls" don't say yes. In his mind
"nice girls" just need a little "push". He didn't just push me. He raped
me.

•_

For a long time after the incident, I blamed myself. I had
convinced myself that I was responsible for my own rape—that
somehow I could have stopped it. But the fact is I couldn't have
stopped it, and the fact that I had no control, no power was very hard
to accept. To be violated to such an extreme removes all power a
woman has. She can'(make any decisions for herself in this situation,
and she can't escape it. It is a long, hard process to re-empower a

Experience

victim of rape after another human being has not only stolen something sacred, but stripped her of her values arid self-esteem.
It has been almost six months since the incident, and with the help
of counselor, I have been able to work through most of my emotions—
the denial, the pain and the anger. I have also regained some power
by filing charges and seeing my assailant removed from campus. I see
the situation in a different light and through my own experience, I am
now trying to help other victims.
.
I do believe that the assailant did not truly understand that what
he was doing was wrong, but it was very wrong. People have to
become aware that this behavior is a crime. It is only through
education that people will become aware. For this reason, I urge
everyone to participate in Sexual Assault Awareness Week, for not
only individual benefit, but for the benefit of the Trinity community
and the relations between women and men.
Name Withheld by Request

Bishop Offers Scenario of Sexual Assault
TotheEditor.
The following dialogue is
based on an actual occurrence at
Trinity College:
After a party a Trinity female
student was being walked home
by a Trinity male acquaintance.
They decided to stop at his room
to get a drink of water. Conversation ensued and, after a while, he
began to make advances toward
her. She consented to some, but
soon she began to feel uncomfortable. ,
F: Don't. This isn't right.
Mr Why?
F: I hardly even know you.
M: So what? What are you
worried about? It's not like you
will never see me again. Do you
think I'm not going to talk to you
tomorrow? I'm not like all those
other guys.
F: No, that has nothing to do
with it. Ijust don't want you to do
this. I don't feel comfortable.
M: Why not? I'm not going
lo hurt you.
F: Please don't.
M: Come on, justa little more.
1 just want to hold you.
F: NO, STOP IT!
She began to blatantly
struggle. He struggled back and
began to forcefully remove her
clothing.
F: STOP IT! WHAT ARE
YOU DOING?
M: Do you want me to use a
condom?
F: NO! I just want you to
STOP!
Male did not use a condom,
but pushed the female, now cry ing,
onto the bed.
F: Please get off me. Stop it.
M: Just a little more. Kiss
me.

Male proceeded to penetrate
and rape the female. Afterward,
he rolled over and said, "I'm
sorry." Paralyzed with fear and
disbelief, she did not move. She
was terrified that if she made any
sort of further protest or tried to
leave that he might violate her
again. She pretended to sleep and
prayed for the morning to come so
that she could leave without provoking him. Throughout the entire night, she was aware of him
staring at her while she "slept".
When morning finally came, he
told her how beautiful she was
when she slept. He had absolutely no qualms with what he had
done.
That morning the victim went
to a friend for help:
V: 1 can'tbelievethis this has
happened to me, I can't stop
shaking; I'm so scared. I feel like
I've been raped.
The victim then proceeded to
explain what happened.
F: You said no, you were
forced to have sex with him. You
don't just "feel" like you've been
raped, you have been raped.
V: [can'tbelievethis. Things
like this can't happen to me. I
can'tget rid of thisdirty feeling or
the smell of him. I feel sick.
F: You have to do something
about this.
V: No! 1 don't want anyone
to know. Promise me.
F: It's not your fault.
V: But it is. I could have
stopped it. Maybe I did something to make him think that I
wanted it. Why did I have to go
with him?
F: You didn't do anything
wrong. You said no. The only
thing you did was trust him to

walk you home safely. You said
no, and that's all that matters.V: I don't know what to dp. I
just want to die.
Eventually, after the victim
understood that what happened
was not her fault, that she was
raped, the Dean of Students Office was notified. Because of her
courage, the male is no longer on
this campus.
Many men are placed in
similar situations, and they don't
understand that what they are
doing is wrong. At the same time
women often place the blame on
themselves in order to attempt to
escape facing the problem. Soci-

ety has programmed us to think
this way. Society must change.
When a rape occurs, an apology
does not make it go away. A life
has been painfully altered. The
victim has to deal with problems
that he or she will not know how
tp handle. Victims of sexual assault are urged to seek counseling. If you have been or know
someone who has been sexually
assaulted, there is help. This week,
become aware of sexual assault,
and what you can do for it.
Sincerely,
Catherine M. Bishop '92

nity am pleased that the administration has spent the time and
effort needed to preserve safety
and order at Trinity and to have
the Minister speak. In the face of
unrelenting criticism Gerety and
Smith have hammered out an
agreement between the Pan-African Alliance, the Nation of Islam,
and the administration.'
While the administration was
attempting to find a way to have
the Minister speak, the P.A.A.
and satellite organizations were
busy issuing unsigned communiques, canceling and re-booking
the event, and attempting to
embarrass the administration into
agreeing to all of their terms for
the speech. We, as students, should
applaud the; administration's resolve in putting our safety above
other concerns.
The group "Consolidation"
has claimed that the administration is attempting to stifle free
speech by holding the event in the
Washington Room. This simply
is not true. The concerns about
security are real. The administration has consulted an outside
security expert who determined
that for the Oosting Gym to be
secured all of Ferris would have
to be closed. Rightfully, they are
not willing to do that. Comparing
our administration's decisions to
those of other college 'sis nonsensical. Gerety and Smith's decision, was based on a through review of Trinity's,,facilities,, not
Yale's or Columbia's. The College should not assume the liability for any event which exceeds
the capacity of the facilities that
we have for speakers. Ideally,
anyone who wanted to would be
able to hear the Minister, but this
is not possible. We must make do
with the facilities that we have.
And as these facilities are limited,
I do not think that anyone would
argue with the idea that those who
pay for them should have first
priority to use them.
It is regrettable that not everyone who wants to see the lecture
will be able to. That is the price of
attending a small college. I submit that rather than blaming the
administration for a situation that
it has no control over, we should
praise it for making the best out of
what we have.
Sincerely,
Philip Graham ('92)

Mayor Urges Census Participation
TotheEditor:
I am writing to encourage your active participation in the 1990 Census count—.which is of vital
importance to the City of Hartford.
Hartford, like many cities, is trying to cope with serious financial problems and we can't afford
to miss out on any dollars legitimately due us. Census population numbers will be the basis for
allocating hundreds of millions of dollars in Federal and State program monies over the next 10 years.
(We estimate that Hartford lost between $25 million and $75 million over the past decade because of
a 6 percent population undercount in the 1980 census.)
This is related to you as students because the Census Bureau counts college students in the
location where they are residing on April 1. So all students living in Trinity residences are counted
as living in Hartford—not in their hometowns — and should make sure their families do not list them.
(Of course, Trinity day students from Hartford will be counted as Hartford residents.) Census forms
will be distributed and collected by residential assistants about March 30. Please fill them out
completely and accurately.
I would also encourage Trinity students able to do so to take part-time jobs as Census enumerators.
Information and sign-up sheets are available from the Trinity Career Counselling Office or the
Hartford Census office. (246-2847, 249-5968 or 524-5013)
Hartford is proud to be the home of Trinity College and I know we will be proud of your efforts
to help us in this vitally important matter.
Sincerely,
Carrie Saxon Perry
Mayorof Hartford
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Opinion
Situational, Individual Ethics Key to Assault Question
-by David HerrSpecial to the Tripod
Like any campaign, Sexual
Assault Awareness Week was
successful in some areas and less
successful in others. For its first
year, compared to other movements' first years, SAAW was
pretty impressive, but not perfect. An assessment is appropriate.
I think the program was most
successful in the realm of awareness, which was its primary design. It is important to be aware
of certain facts regarding rape,
such as the predominance of "date
rape" over "bush rape", and;yarious statistics regarding ther the
reporting of sexual assault to the
appropriate authorities. It is
important to realize that many
women, in society and right here
at Trinity, do experience various
forms of sexual assault; those
individual experiences are useful
tools for tuning up informed attitudes and overhauling uninformed ones.
However, I do wish that more
attention had been given to the
highly individualized nature of
sexual assault. Calling the high
instance of what would legally
constitute rape a "date rape" epidemic which stems from social
gender role stereotyping is prob-,
lematic not only because of its
Superficial implications, but also,
and more importantly, because it
moves the spotlight away from
the source of the problem: individual relationships in which
something goes drastically wrong.
Defining rape in overly social
terms of gender stereotyping will
not solve the problem, since its
context is so personal.
Last week's Tripod Was
replete with assumptions of social, rather than individual, responsibility for sexual assault and
what is lamented as the "degradation" of women. Dr. Andrea
Parrot parroted the line of the
ultra-radical feminist bandwagon
when she said, "Men are socialized to think that women never
mean 'no' ..." (see last week's
Tripod, p. 1). That is a common
misconception of reality. Rapists, whether from the bush or on
a date, know what the word "no"
means; they know that when their
victims begin to struggle as fero-.,
ciously as they are able that they
are clearly implying "no", the
fact is that rapists are not ignorant, but that, as individuals, they
do not care. Their finger pointing
to society, peers, and their own
ignorance is simply another example of people resisting responsibility for themselves and their
actions. The cornerstone of our
society, which establishes freedom under law, is that the individual is the ultimate sovereign
in choosing his or her actions, and
that he or she bears the ultimate
responsibility forhis or herchoice.
People who do not meet that standard are rightfully punished and/
or isolated from the rest of society. Peer pressure and "social
stereotyping" are neither causes
nor excuses for what society has
deemed to be criminal conduct.
The fact that society is presently
backing away from that standard
is partially responsible for so
manypeople's (recurring) shamelessness, and that applies notonly
to rape but to all crime in general.

"When a man is on a date, he
begins premeditating sex ...,"
chirped Dr. Parrot. Wonderful.
All men, on dates, have sex on
their minds. They have fantasies
of violent domination. Ludicrous
notions like that do little to prevent rape. Some men, probably
many, but by no means most and
definitely not all, do want to
dominate females in a sexual context. However, some individual
males' perverse notions of masculinity and sexuality do not apply
to men in general, nor do they
place responsibility where it belongs: on the individual assailant.
At least SAAW spotlighted,
though not brightly enough, the
vital importance of recognizing
when adate is moving in the wrong
direction and steering the, date
back to its proper function (by
sinking it, if necessary): aform of
personalized socialization in
which sex, if it occurs, is the
express desire of both parties

that right? The individual male
should respect a woman's self
determination simply for the sake
of doing so, and most males do.
Peer pressure hardly perpetuates
and will hardly solve the problem
of rape, since it is the individual
who ultimately rejects or conforms
to outside pressures. The "Would
you jump off a bridge ...?" analogy is perfectly appropriate here.
No one should or would jump off
a bridge due to peer pressure, and
peer pressure is a completely
inadequate excuse for doing so.
Now, we must deal with
consent in a date situation. Olsen
and Martel pointed out that more
males than females thought that a
woman taking off her shirt constituted tacit permission to have sex.
First, that response, as documented by Martel and Olsen, is
non-responsive to the Stanford
survey question, which hinged on
theword"entitle". Whenawoman
take's off her shirt in front of a

No. Individual women and men
should learn to distrust any
"emanations" (tacit consent) and
ask forthright questions (express
consent). Emanations are vague
and deceptive. Forthright questions are not only much more
clear, but they bring to a relationship a higher level of human-tohuman communication.
It is with that perspective that
I would like to return momentarily to the issue of society's role in
rape. Martel and Olsen cited the
Stanford survey's determination
that pornography, socialized gender differences, peerpressure, and
advertising also contribute to rape.
"Absent the legislative ban on
pornography,-the only way to
address these factors is through
the education of men and women."
Careful analysis of that statement
. reveals some important true colors. Martel and Olsen feel that
pornography should be banned,
and that such a ban would solve

" Some men, probably many, but
by no means most and definitely
not all, do want to dominate
females in a sexual context."
involved. Being able to recognize when a date is veering dangerously off course relies more on
the individuals' sensing and articulating each other's specific
intentions, desires, and actions
than it does on fallacy-laden notions of what each sex, as a rule,
wants and expects out of a date.
Many individuals in this
country need a serious dose-of
situational ethics with regard to
dating and sexual assault. The
individual must learn to make
decisions in light of the fact that
he is responsible for his actions.
In their article last week, Erin
Olsen and Diane Martel proposed
a contradiction: first, they want
men to increase peer pressure
critical of sexually abusive behavior, and then, a paragraph later,
they want to diminish the influence of peer pressure. Reducing
date rape does not and should not
rely on increasing "positive" peer
pressure and reducing "negative"
peer pressure, given that rape is
an individualized crime. A man
should not need other men to tell
him to respect women's self determination, and does not disrespect it for the sake of other men.
Some men may engage in crude
"locker room talk" with othermen
to give the appearance to other
men that they casually score big
with the ladies. However, the
individual's conduct with women
in private best indicates how he
feels about women and to what
degree he acts on those views.
What good is positive peer pressure, and what harm does negative peer pressure do, given that
the individual is the final and ultimate determinant of his actions?
More importantly, why are Olsen
and Martel apparently satisfied
with reducing a woman's right to
sexual sovereignty to a depends
ence on peer pressure to respect

man, there is tacit permission to
have sex; however, tacit permission is not an entitlement. The
fact that sex on many dates hinges
on tacitpermission is what should
be addressed. When explicit permission is granted or denied, tacit
permission is irrelevant. If a
woman were taking her shirt off
to change in to another one, and
had told the man so, whatever
construed tacit permission for sex
which may have existed vaporizes in the face of an express denial
of consent to sex. If the man then
forces himself on the woman
anyway, he did so because he did
not care about permission in the
first place, and is therefore guilty
of rape. Unfortunately, SAAW
did not concentrate enough on
bringing to light the individualized nature of of dates, and how
that makes "date rape" a problem
that must be solved on an individual level, not a societal one (except, of course, regarding punishment of the crime). For those who
go out with someone they barely
know explicitly addressing each
party' s consent to sex is as important a ques'tion as "Are you protected?" and "Is there anything I
should know about ...'?" That
might make dates awkward;
however, to prevent rape, alerting
individuals to the necessity of
express consent or denial thereof
is as important an issue as the
above questions are to preventing
the spread of sexually transmitted
diseases. Sure, asking about sex
outright, or asking about a
partner's promiscuity outright,
may be awkward, but that is a
necessary hurdle. I wish, SAAW
had focused more on the need to
change the way individuals address sex on their individual dates.
Women, Martel saidin last week's
Tripod, need to be better trained
at emanating what they desire.

the standing law even if they don't
like it, that the law does not
provide for "justifiable rape" on
the basis that the woman "asked
for it". Society, which has provided stringent penalties for rape
(some states can even-chemically
castrate repeat offenders), is not
to blame for the lack of convictions.
Another article inlastweek's
Tripod lamented the sexual objectification of women in modern
American culture.
However,
deifying women, which the anonymous authorseems to demand,
would not help. The author feels
that social views of women account for rape. However, I have
dealt sufficiently with that incor^
rect and harmful fallacy. "Individual ethical bankruptcy causes rape,
and social factors are only a
perpetrator's excuse. Porn did
not cause Ted Bundy or that
Montreal butcher to randomly kill
women; both were insane and
depraved individuals. Bundy
claimed porn as a cause of his
crime in a last ditch effort to avoid
a high voltage execution. The
world is well rid of TedBundy; Al
Bundy, however, is not a problem. Our society would also be
well rid of any blame whatsoever
for individuals' perversion and
violence. If any ill at all stems
from "socialized stereotypical
gender degradation" (what a
mouthful!), it is that degradation
of women, along with putting them

•?'-^|iiii^Sd^6i!^^p|ff:i^^^'
The solution to that potential
problem is the constant reminder
"sexual inequality". Analysis of tbat the individual alone is revarious feminist pornography sponsible for how they interpret
legislation proposals, Specifically that "socialized ... degradation".
that of Andrea Dworkin and Encouraging communication beCynthia MacKinnon for Los tween the sexes on a human level
Angeles County, which has been is the best way to lower the risk of
a model for many other munici- rape in most circumstances.
palities, shows that a ban on por- Thought control, by ignoring the
nography with the legislative in- individual natureof rape, is inaptent of ending stigmatization of propriate. Politicizing rape will
women is tantamount to thought not stop it, because political concontrol. Thought control, no siderations regarding various
matter what the end, is an illegiti- social views of women are the last
mate means. The last thing soci- things affecting the rapist and his
ety needs is an angry group tink- victim. Rape arises from.individering with the minds of its citi- ual problems and relationship (or
zens. Cosmopolitan thought-po- date) specificproblems.and therefore socializing the rape problem
licing has no place anywhere.
Notions of a socialized rape is not very useful.
In conclusion, I would like to
culture surface in Dr. Parrot's
rationale that jurors, as members point out that SAAW was sucof a society which stereotypically cessful for the most part in its
stigmatizes women, rarely apply attempt to focus awareness on
the law to rapists. But prosecu- rape. However, to a certain extent
tion of rape, especially date rape, the issues surrounding rape as an
often boils down to one person's individual phenomenon were
word against another's. In a jus- clouded by vague, lofty, polititice system in which conviction is cized, and unfocused consideraimpossible without proving guilt tions of society's rple in perpetubeyond a reasonable doubt, it is ating rape. Next year, perhaps
not difficult to "account for the more attention will be given to
lack of date rape convictions. bolstering individuals' situational
Cases in which juries determine ethics; The focus in combating
that: a woman "asked for sex", rape must be on individual comsuch as one widely publicized munication and response. SociFlorida case, are rare. They result ety and men at large do not share
from inept prosecutors and/or the blame forcertain men's shamejudges who fail to explain to the less and lawless conduct.
lay jurors, Who are bound to apply
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News
Students Trek to Nicaragua to Witness Elections
-By Jason SavageNews Writer
At the age when most American teenagers anxiously anticapate the liberating freedom of a
driver's licence, theirsixteen yearold Nicaraguan counterparts have
the legal right to vote in political
elections. But the right to vote in
a free election, for the sixteen
year-olds as well as their elders,
has been a long time coming.
During the most recent open
period, five Trinity students travelled to Nicaragua to witness the
most significant election in the
country's history. The election,
monitored by international observers who insured its fairness,
saw the end of the Sandanista
political reign and victory for the
opposing UNO.
.
The students's reactions to
the election represent two completely adverse ideaologies in the

extensive and ongoing debate
over the Nicaraguan situation..
ToJenBarr91', the elections
are a result of intensely overbearing U.S. intervention. " It's a
victory for U.S. foreign policy."
Barr is a supporter of the Sandanista party, which had ruled Nicaragua since 1979, and which the
U.S. government has continually
fought to defeat. Barr went to
Nicaragua with the HartfordOcotal Sister City Program, one
of many programs in which an
American city has identified itself with a sister city in Nicaragua
and maintains a relationship with
it. She and her companions
brought $40,000 worth of medical supplies raised by Connecticut residents.
She was housed by a strongly
pro-Sandanista family in the town
of Ocotal, and when the election
took place on February 25, one of
her hosts was in charge of the
local polling booths. The brother

of her other host was killed by the
contras.
The group she travelled with
met" with various political entities, including representatives of
UNO and the Social Christian
Party, the only other party to have
a candidate win any percentage of
the voting.
Barr believes that the Sandanistan government was a very
positive force in Nicaragua. She
refutes claims that it is antidemocratic(she contends that the
1984 election was not rigged) and
notes a literacy program, health
care and land reform as examples
of their influence. She is an outspoken critic of the U.S. stariceon
the Sandanistas, and holds that
UNO garnerned votes because
citizens were tired of the Contra
war and the U.S. embargo.
But Barr does not see the
Sandanistas giving up their influence easily. "I don't feel like the
revolution is over. People will

Admissions Nears Deadline....

Continued from page 1
peruse and evaluate about four
folders an hour. But even the most
practiced and learned run into
problems. Many secondary
schools incorporate different
methods of student'evaluation,
making it important that a reader
put a student in the context of his
own school's ranking system.
"Sometimes you have to read
with the application in one hand
and an explanation of the ranking
system in another. You find that
some ranking systems make a
candidate out to be something
great when they're not so good,
andothers look not so good when
they 're great," Borus said, "We're
very fortunate to have an experienced admissions staff."
But with just six initial readers, Admissions officers often
wind up taking their work home
for a few months. "We're all in
and out at this time of year- more
out than in," Borus joked. " Yo.u
see guys come into the office and
load up their arms with a two-day
supply of applications. Then they
go home and shack up for a while.
It's an incredibly labor-intensive,
time consuming process."
As usual, the Admissions
office is enshrouded with the idea
that admission is granted either
arbitrarily or by an alumni string.
"It's an area that has more mythology attached to it than any
otherin education,"Borus admits.
"So many people have opinions
about it because so many people
have been through it." In fact, the
college admissions process hardly
resembles what most make it out
to be. Borus sees most ill judgements based "part on myth, part
on assumption," and while he
understands why most of them
arise, he stresses that "the process
is a lot less my stical and a lot more
straightforward. There's no mystical formula. No magic."

Hate to see you leave
But perhaps the most peculiar aspectof the admissions process is that once it is over, almost
immediately it starts again. After
acceptances and denials are mailed
in March, the office departs from
the three thousand students it has
gotten to know to hit the road and
seek out another three thousand.
"That's a drawback," Borus
said, "The freshman thatwecome
to know so well arrive in the fall at
just about the time we start out
again." In effect, the office never

sees the fruits of its labor. But,
Borus says, the office has its ways
of keeping track of its efforts. The
office employs numerous tour
guides. And faculty members are
often quick to let the office know
of its successes, and its failures.
"Sometimes they're kind enough
to let us know," Borus mused.
"We try to keep abreadst of it as
best we can."
"Our job is to serve the best
interests of the College by trying
to get the most interesting and
able students we can. ..and so along
the way we will get to know you
[students] as much as we would
have, were we in the classroom,"
he said.
Shaping the student body
It would figure the Admissions Office is almost completely
responsible for the makeup of the
student body. But Borus objects
to the notion that the Admissions
office is the sole factor in deciding the composition of the student
body. Instead, he says, the College community decides: from
faculty to administration, to trustees, coaches, and students.
"It's very flattering to think
we control the destiny of the
College, but we do not feel we
' have a lock on the institution," he
said. "The Admissions office is
here to play out institutional
wishes and not our own wishes."
As well, he finds that those institutional wishes change nearly

every year, so that each incoming
class is its successor's complement.
"In terms of shaping the student body, we don't do that in a
vacuum," Borus says of the arduous task. But being an Admis-"
sions officer, he finds he is in a
position to have "more chance to
have an impact on an institution
than in any other area."
"A bit of a crapshoot."
The real gamble in admissions selection is not necessarily
who is admitted, but who decides
to come. If an overabundance of
admitted students enroll, the College can be caught scrambling to
find housing for them.
"It's a bit of a crapshoot,"
Borus admits. And contrary to
popular belief, the College does
not compare acceptance lists with
other colleges. "We don't have
t i m e . "
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•; For the most part, however,
the Admissions Department has
thrown good rolls. {This is not to
say that Borus is never found at
fault. Especially when the letters
the Department sends arrive inthin
envelopes.
"I get a few indignant phone
from parents telling me I have
made a terrible mistake which I
will regret," Borus said. But, for
the most part, Borus says he gets
"suprisingly little flak. I don' thave
to wear a bulletproof vest two
weeks after the letters go out." •'

keep fighting for what they have
accomplished since the triumph.
They won't let that be taken
away."
On the other hand Bill Cervany, Neil Patel, Tucker Carlson
and Mark Passis would love to
take it away. In fact, they are
exuberant that the Sandanista
reign has come to an end. "It's a
totlitarian state", said Passis, who
traveled with his three friends to
Nicaragua.
Carlson and Patel had travelled to Nicaragua after the conclusion of their freshman year. As
Carlson explains, "We did not
have a place to stay or any set
plans. It was very spontaneous.
We are both extremely political
and we felt that getting to know
the country and some of its citizens would give us a better perspective on the situation." They
became attached to the country,
and especially to the blatant disdain for the Sandanistas which
quickly became obvious.
When the group went to
Nicaragua this open period, they
stayed with a good friend in the
capital city of Managua whom
Carlson and Patel had made on
their first visit. They spent the
majority of their time in the city,
but also were in the town of
Juigalpa. They did not attend any
meetings established with political representatives, but had their
own meetings of sort by befriending local citizens. They became
acquainted wifh a large number of
Nicaraguans arid spent much of
their trip talking politics and life
with friends. Through authentic
interaction with countrymen, their
anti-Sandanista sentiments were
enhanced. '
Carlson claims that the Sandanistan government was communist and hugely oppressive.
The group discovered widespread
frustration throughout their stay,
and through their friendships
learned that the Sandanistas had
run.the country in a fashion completely unlike the one presented

to foreign visitors.
According to Passis, all
groups that go to Nicaragua from
the U.S. see life as the Sandanistas present it. All tourism is state
run, and the Sandanistas terminate employment with their employees who do not look happy
when tours come through.
In reality, Passis claims, life
in Nicaragua is far from its appearance to its visitors. The Sandanistas used much of their outside aid for their own uses instead
of the benefit of Nicaraguan citizens, and used 10% of the Gross
National Product for their most
recent campaign. Passis said the
government would round up
employees, against their will, to
attend campaign rallies. According to Passis, this is the type of
opressive action which led to
bogus loyalty in many Sandanista
employees.
Carlson believes that "the
country is [economically] in the
1920's". He claims that the Sandanistas only recently began to
promote any sort of free market,
and are essentially Marxists.
When Violetta Chamorro comes
to power, he says, a reform to
capitalism will begin. Carlson and
his friends attended many UNO
rallies, and are strong supporters
of its victory.
These three believe that
UNO's coming into power represents hope for the future of Nicaraguan life conditions. From their
interaction with Nicaraguan citizens, they came to believe that the
termination of the Sandanista
reign was the only answer to the
plight of the country. Passis encapsulated his feelings for the
Sandanistas when he said,
"It's[Nicaragua] run by one political party that has taken complete control over the economy
and built up the largest Central
American military force to maintain its grip on political power and
export violent revolution throughout the rest of the region."

Perez Speaks at Fair
The goal of Monday's Social Services Opportunities Fair, as
expressed by Community Outreach President Elanor Traubman, was
"...to promote different levels of commitment to the various forms of
social service."'
About 35 local and national organizations and institutions were
represented at the Fair, and newly appointed Director of Community
Relations and Affirmative Action at Trinity Eddie: Perez was the
keynote speaker in the Washington Room.
Perez opened with a short speech in which he addressed reasons
for deyoting time to work in the social services. Cooperation, dignity,
the environment, and social justice are aspects of life which should
Kold a higher place in society- not be looked upon as secondary job
options, Perez says. He relayed various sobering statistics regarding
Hartford's social and economic problems, which he believes Trinity
students can improve.
Following Perez's comments, students were invited to talk with
representatives and collect information from groups present. A wide
range of opportunities consisting of paid and non-paid jobs(both
summer and full-time) as well as internships and international experiences, were offered/Among the groups represented were Volunteers in Service to America(VISTA), the Institute of Living, ACORN,
Foodshare, and HART.
Traubman saw the event as filling a need for both the students and
the organizations. "Most opportunities presented at Trinity in the past
have been corporate-type options. Many areas offered were previously unknown to students and the group representatives were excited
to see all the interest. They were able to do some networking with
people in their field." Overall Traubman was enthusiastic. "We'll definately do it again. The Trinity student turnout was great. People
became aware of how many options there are."

Special Mather hours for tonight,Tuesday March 13.
-4:30 to 6:00p.m. - Dining Hall Open
6:00 to 7:30p.m. - Koeppel late dinner.
The Cave will close at 5:00p.m. and the Mather hall doors
will be locked at 6:00.
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News
Found
Continued from page 1
cism, anti-Semetism, sexism,
ageism, and homophobia are all
forms of bigotry and should not be
tolerated. The Racial Harrassment Committee has found Don
Muhammad guitly of racial harassment. We should unite in opposition to Racial harrassment."
This isn't the first time The
Nation of Islam and its leader Louis
Farrakhan have been criticised for
making anti-Semetic statements.
In 1985 Farrakhan' was quoted at a
press conference as saying: "There
is no black-Jewish relationship on
the mass level. That's a farce.
The kind of relationship we have
with the Jews I'm interested in
ending is that landlord-tenant relationship, that we clean your
house relationship." Farrakhan
denies that he is Anti-Semetic.
The student organizations BPSI (Black Power Serves Itself)
and the Pan-African Alliance
invited both Conrad and Don
Muhammad to speak. One mem-

ber of the Pan-African Alliance
stated a reason that it is imperative to invite speakers from the
Nation of Islam is to inform students about Black Nationalism.
This student also pointed out that
there are structural flaws in this
instituion which make it necessary for students to hear the message of The Nation of Islam. Some

Guiity by Harassment Committee
of the main goals of The Nation of
Islam include the following: the
right of freedom, equal justice
under the law, eqality of opportunity and equal membership in
society, the right for descendants
of slaves to be able to establish
their own separate state or territory on this continent orelsewhere,
freedom of beliefs of Islam, an

immediate end to police brutality
and mobs against the so called
"Negro", equal employment, exemption from taxes of the U.S.
government as long as there is not
equal justice under the law, the
right for all black children to be
taught and trained by thier own
people, and the right for the religion of Islam to be taught without

hindrance or suppresion.
Members of P. A. A and B-PSI
did not agree with the decision
made against Don Muhammadby
the Racial Harassment Committee.
PAA President Mike Pina
could not be reached forcomment
on Monday afternoon

Bookstore Committee Explores Contract Options
page
SGA's ideal plan. Atticus sees a
that includes a cafe and other bi-level off-campus bookstore
merchandise. Because Albion with books on the second floor
would be solely responsible for and reading materials and a cafe
books, its managers have prom- on the ground floor. The space
ised to buy back used books at any Follett's occupies would be contime during the academic year, verted to a small convenience
and not just at the conclusion of store. Coe believes that Albion
the semester. Albion also claims "wants to set up one of the biggest
it will "hound the professors for bookstores in Hartford, while
the bibliographies for classes," so Atticus wants to set up the nicest,
that the book availability im- and cutest."
proves.
The two remaining presentaAtticus Books, on the other tions are by Barnes & Nobles and
hand offers a compromise of Follett's. But, as Gold said,

"Follett's Bookstore is up against
a lot of competition. The other
bookstores are larger, and have
more to offer. But no one can
know until Follett's makes its
presentation."
Barry Brown, manager of
Follett's at Trinity, emphasizes
the fact that Follett's would like to
stay at Trinity, and he claims the
"company is ready and able to
meet whatever needs the college
wants filled." He strongly encourages all students to attend the
meetings and "get involved in

Lower
prices on higher
education.
Announcing new lower prices on the Macintosh SE
and Macintosh Plus.
If you'd like to enhance your education
and your budget, take note. We just lowered
prices on two powerful members of our
Macintosh* family, the Macintosh SE and
the Macintosh Plus.
They'll put a world of possibilities at
your fingertips. Like graphing the economic
impact of Japanese expansionism. Analyzing Freud. Or just organizing that stack of
notes. Better yet, once you've mastered one
- application you can use them all, because

all Macintosh software works the same way
And since every Macintosh runs the same
software and is expandable, it can grow
with you as your needs change.
Considering all this, you should have
no doubts about which course to take. Give
a Macintosh a try, and save.

4
The power to beyour best.

For more information, contact:

Nancy Sowa • 297-2571
Computing Center II
Jacobs Life Science Center

^

determining what kind of service
they want." He claims that
"Follett's loves Trinity students.
We're very much interested in
operating here at Trinity. We're
interested in responding to the
expressed needs of the community."
It is almost certain that some
kind of a credit system can be
started. If Follett's stays, it claims
it would be willing to sell packs of
"traveler's checks" that students
or parents could purchase at any
time of year; Atticus would be
willing to set up a credit system,
where either students or parents
would be billed monthly. Albion
Books has not expressed interest
in establishing a credit or charge
system.
Gold, Coe, and Brown strongly
encourage students and faculty to
attend the two remaining presentations by Barnes & Nobles and
Follett's.

Consolidated
Continued from page 1
dents to form an advocacy group
like Consolidated.
"Wegdttogether, weaJI-realized this, and we said, why don't
we have this group, so that if a
situation like this comes up...this
group will be here to back your
cause...," stated Murphy.
"At the time, [student empowerment] was the main goal,"
says Murphy. Since then, the
group has delineated several shortand long-term goals, in particular, opening tonight's Don
Muhammad lecture to the public
and relocating the event from the
Washington Room to the more
commodious Oosting Gymnasium.
Murphy
outlined
Consolidated's aims in stating,
"It's a really informal organization, and there's going to be acore
of people, and it is going to be
really open and receptive to all
students, all studentcauses..." He
asserts that the group is "totally
egalitarian; there's no hierarchy."
In the future, Consolidated
plans to provide the "other side of
the story" through informational
bulletins and activism.
Responding to claims thatthe
Times has presented a biased v ie w
of the events surrounding the
controversial Don Muhammad
lecture, Murphy replied, "We're
not, per se, technically a newspaper, we'Te an information letter,
and we're going to present the
information...in the way that we •
want to. And that's for people
either to accept, reject, or think
about."
"We just want people to see
both sides, and only one side is
being told," he continued. "People
know the difference between good
and bad, right and wrong, and as
long as they have the full picture
in front of them, I have faith in the
people that they can make up their
mind..."

RA Applications
are due March 23.
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The Fight For Reproductive Control
The Birth Control Pill Turns 30 New Abortion Pill
-By Leslie HubbardGannett News Sendee
This year marks the 30th
anniversary of the birth control
pill. As a contraceptive, the Pill
has succeeded in offering women
a convenient, relatively safe way
to prevent unwanted pregnancies.
Molly Yard, president of the
National Organization of Women,
says the Pill has revolutionized
women's lives.
The effectiveness of the birth
control pill in preventing pregnancy is the major reason 10 million women in the United States
and 60 million worldwide use the
drug.
As long as the Pili is taken
regularly, it has a low failure rate.
Lisa Cauble, community relations assistant for WomenCare
Clinic in California, feels that the
Pill has given women more personal rights. "They (women) can
have the freedom of their body
and have a sexual relationship
without worrying about getting
pregnant," said Cauble.
Back in the 1920s, women
such as Margaret Sanger and
Emma Goldman, were among the
few people who believed couples
should plan their own families.
To do this, Sanger and
Goldman illegally imported
contraceptives into the United
States, making the birth control
devices available to women. It
wasn't until 1960 that selling

contraceptives was legalized.
are sterilization and condoms.
Researchers once felt that use According to research conducted
of the Pill could cause breast by the Alan Guttmacher Institute,
cancer, but studies are still incon- 93 percent of U.S. women use
clusive. Physicians say, however, contraceptives.
that there is always some risk
Of those women, 65 percent
involved in using the contracep- of unmarried women and 48 pertive.
cent of married women used the
Some of the determining Pill.
factors of that risk are a woman's
Five percent used periodic
family history and age.
abstinence and/or withdrawal,
U.S. Food and Drug Admini- four percent used a diaphragm,
stration reseach shows numerous three percent used the sponge and/
benefits to using the Pill, includ- >or IUD'S and one percent used
ing an increase in regularity of the foams, vaginal suppositories or
menstrua] cycle, decrease of blood other methods.
clotting, reducing the chance of
The survey also showed that
having anemia, and lowering the eight percent of women use no
possibility of contracting a dis- contraceptive method at all.
ease of the breast or having ovar"Traditionally contraceptive
ian cysts.
responsibility has been dependHowever, while there are ent on a woman's behavior," said
benefits, the Pill is not considered Clive Davis, associate professor
appropriate for all women. Espe- of psychology at Syracuse Unicially not for those over the age of versity.
35 who smoke cigarettes. For
"This is due to the sexist
them, use of the Pill can cause nature of our culture. The 'macho
cardio-vascular disease and raise male' does not view himself as
the risk of having a heart attack. equally responsible. He feels that
Experts caution that in recent if a woman does not want a pregyears research into the Pill has nancy, she should have the reslowed down.
sponsibility of seeing to that."
Without new findings, the Pill ©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
cannot be improved and further Apple College Information Network
insight into the drug's effects is
hindered. Rep. Patricia Schroeder (D-Colo.) and others in Congress are lobbying to get abill that
would appropriate more money
for research into contraceptives.
-By Jane Schorer
The most commmon forms
&
Marta McCayeof contraception besides the Pill
USA.TODAY

The Right to Vote
Here's a chronology of U.S.
women's struggles to win
voting rights.
July 1948-An Seneca Falls, N.Y., Elizabeth Cady Stanton
presents a resolution to Women's Rights Convention asking
for women "to secure to themselves their sacred right to the
elective franchise,"
Oct. 23,1850: First Women's Rights Convention, held in
Worcester, Mas., made women's suffrage a national issue for
the first time
Nov. 19,1868: In New Jersey, where the state constitution did
not specifically prohibit women to vote, 172 women voted in
the 1868 presidential election. Their votes were placed in a
separate ballot box.
: Dec. 10,1869. Women in the territory of Wyoming are the first
to be granted the right to vote.
Feb. 1870: Utah gives women the right to vote.
I 1873: Susan B. Anthony is arrested, indicted and tried for
voting illegally in the 1872 presidential election.
I 1878: Sen. Aaron Sargent, R-Calif. introduces "The Anthony
Amendment" for the first time in the Senate, which contains
the same wording as the 19th amendment.
1889: Wyoming applies for statehood with woman suffrage.

I March 19,1914: The Senate fails to get the necessary
two-thirds majority to pass the suffrage amendment.
I 1917: Suffragists step up their militant tactics and eventually
218 women from 26 states are arrested in Washington. Many
served time.
1 1917: "Presidential suffrage" is granted to women in North
Dakota, Ohio, Indiana, Rhode Island, Nebraska, Michigan,
Arkansas and New York by state legislatures.
i Aug. 26,1920: Secretary of State Balnbridge Colby declares
the 19th amendment law.
Soti(ce:,Vofe"70pro|ect

By Tim Friend • USA TODAY
The French "abortion pill" is as safe and effective as the
standard way to terminate pregnancies, a major study confirms.
The pill, called RU 486, blocks the action of a hormone that
induces a menstrual cycle. It is taken with a second drug, called
prostaglandin.'
The study of 2,115 women was conducted by Dr. Louise
Silvestre of Roussel-UCLAF, the Paris-based company that makes
the pill. Results, in today's New England Journal of Medicine,
show RU 486:
•Is 96 percent effective when used within 49 days of a missed
menstrual cycle. This rate compares with standard surgical abortion.
•Takes an average of 4.5 hours to terminate a pregnancy when used
in high doses; an average of 13 hours and 19 hours at two lower
doses.
•Was ineffective in 1 percent whose pregnancies persisted, in 2.1
percent who had incomplete expulsion of the fetus and in 0.9
percent who needed a procedure to control bleeding. When a
failure occurred, most women then had a standard abortion.
RU 486 is approved for use only in France and China. About
30 percent of women who seek abortion in France use RU 486, but
it's not widely used in China, says Dr. Joe Seidel, president of
Planned Parenthood's Population Crisis Committee, Washington,
D.C:
Possible RU 486 drawbacks: It must be used under a doctor's
supervision and may require several doctor's visits. Women also
have menstrual bleeding for about eight days.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information

Woman Tells Story of Rape

Vote

I

Proven Effective

;
Carolynne Miller, Gannett News Service

1990, of first-degree kidnapping, in victims' rights advocacy, is
a charge that includes sexual as- pleased at the outpouring of of
sault and carries a life sentence. support. But she say rape victims'
Ziegenmeyer had identified him names should not be publicized
Most rape victims keep their as her attacker, and DNA evi- with out their consent.
"That is a decision that should
experience a secret and suffer in dence also linked him to the crime.
"The response has been over- be made by the victim when
private. But an Iowa woman has
gotten dozens of letters and calls whelming, and it's all been posi- they're healed enough," Ziegneof support since she told her story tive," she said after the newspa- meyersaid.
very publicly in a five-part news- per scries. Most calls and letters
"Speaking out publicly is not
praise for her courage in speaking for all victims."
paper series last week.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Nancy Ziegenmeyer, 29, a out.
Ziegenmeyer, now interested Apple College Information Network
Grinnell homemaker and mother
of three, came forward after reading a Des Moines Register editorial. Editor Geneva Overholser
had argued that keeping silent
TRUST .EQUALITY
about the identity of rape victims
— the usual practice of newspapers — contributes to a stigma
against them.
Ziegenmeyer' story: She was in
Des Moines to take a real estate
licensing exam Nov. 19, 1988,
when a man forced himself into
her car and raped her.
"You '11 be OK," the man told
her afterward. "You can go home
to your husband and you can afford to get a counselor. You'll get
through this and be just fine,"
Bobby Lee Smith, 30, of Des
STOP THE VIOLENCE
Moines, a convicted felon who
had done counseling for trouble
youths, was arrested a few weeks
after the attack.
N © M l l l i U S N oW Bl Tnislo 8 o and caption were the
But the ordeal wasn't over
- rallying cry for the Sexual
for Nancy and Steve Ziegenmeyer.
Assault Task Force, a Trinity group which drew attention to the
She had nightmares. They shared
problem of rape and sexual assault on campus. Sexual Assault
frustration with the court system,
Awareness Week included screenings of the Australian film Shame
and there were five delays in the
and a video called It Happens Here, which was produced by Trinity
trial date. And they kept getting
students. Other events included panel discussions, Guerilla Theater,
dunning notices for a $600.80
and a play by the Jesters.
emergency-room bill that the state
The week concluded with a rally Friday evening on the cave
is supposed to pay in rape cases.
patio which allowed students to express their concern for a safe
i
Smith was convicted Jan. 31,
campus and condemn violence against women.
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Equality NOW: Yard's Fight
clearly entering the workforce and importantrole,"Yardsays. "There
will continue to be a major source really are too few of us, but we can
-By Greg Kratzof new labor in the year 2000." make a difference. 1990 and 1992
Gannett News Service
Yard says NOW tries to push may see a lot of women get into
ideas into legislative action. For office. If that happens, we willbe
Molly Yard has been work- instance, efforts are being made in a positive position to push ERA
ing for womens' rights almost to establish equality between men again."
since she was bom.
and women in social security
Yard says the reproduction
Now she is president of the benefits and wages.
rights issue is probably the most
National Organization for
Women who are homemak- important for women and society
Women, and her feelings about ers don't receive much social today. Pro- and anti-abortion
equal rights for women have only security because there is no mone- stands are important factors in
strengthened with the passing tary value placed on that work, political campaigns, and some
years.
she says. And the discrepancy in people base their vote solely on a
In 1974, Yard joined NOW. wages for the same work formales candidate's position on the issue,
she says.
She says it was promising to see and females is still great.
women come together and work
Yard says women tend to be
"Being a homemaker is honforchange. The defeatof the Equal orable, and it should have an more interested than men in dealRights Amendment in 1982 was economic value put on it," says ing with people-oriented issues,
hard for her and NOW to take, she Yard. "Women now get 64 cents
"The people of this country
says, because they were just a few to a dollar (as compared to) men are, on the whole, very supportive
votes away from ratification in for the same work outside the of social programs and cleaning
many states.
home. We have the training and up the environment, but women
But NOW did not die after the skills, and we should be re-**: feel these things more intensely.
There is a real gender gap on all of
ERA's defeat. Yard says there is warded equally."
still need for major changes in
Women leaders, Yard says, these issues," she says.
"Our experience has been
society so women may "take their can and do have an impact when
place as equal citizens — take on they work together. NOW urges different. We do have a different
the responsibilities and receive women to run for political office, view of things.
Unfortunately, we can't do
the privileges.
and gains are being made. "We
"We are very much part of are miniscule in numbers in legis- much about it now."
this society," she says. "We are lative halls, but we have a very ©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

The Evolution of the Womens
Magazine in the United States
Researcher finds a Reflection of American Culture
-By Stacey JohnsonGannett News Service
Women's magazines today
target all those from homemakers
and single women to working
mothers. Women begin reading
them at an early age and generally
continue throughout life.
In a sense, these publications
have shaped how women think
and feel about themselves through
the years. But in what ways?
That's what Mary Ellen
Waller-Zuckerman is trying to
find out. An assistant professor of
marketing communications at
State University of New York at
Geneseo, Waller-Zuckerman is on
a one-year fellowship at the Gannett Center for Media Studies at
Columbia University of New York
to complete a book about the influence of women's magazines
on U.S. women.
"People today criticize
women's magazines out-of-hand,
without understanding that the
magazines have changed over
time, that while at times (publications) may not have been good for
women or how they were perceived, at other times they were
very good," said Waller-Zuckerman.
Waller-Zuckerman stresses
that her up[coming book, which
will be published by Columbia
University Press in 1991, focuses
on popular mainstream magazines
rather than more esoteric publications because the popular magaT
zines had the most impact on the
lives of ordinary U.S. women.
"Women have always relied
on their magazines," she said.
"Especially historically, they

considered them a friend, something to rely on. With the emergence of TV and other media, that
bond has been diluted, but it is
still there."
Part historical work, part
analysis, the book will split U.S.
history into several segments on
the basis of changes in women's
magazines which, said WallerZuckerman, correspond with
changes in society as a whole.
Following the Civil War, she
said, mass circulation, coupled
with increased national advertising, made women's magazines
more powerful. "Advertisers realized that-women were important targets and that the magazines were a great vehicle to reach
that group."
Around the turn of the century, the industry entered what
Waller-Zuckerman calls "The
Golden Age" of women's magazines.
"This was a time of expansion, both of readership and advertising revenues," she said.
"Content of the magazines diversified, and editors began to take
risks. There were crusades, campaigns, and lots of good information."
This period, Waller-Zuckerman said, was significant in that it
showed women ways to get involved in issues of concern to
them. "For example, in the early
part of the century a magazine did
a story on the living conditions of
an Indian reservation and told
readers that if they were concerned
they could write to a Congressional committee.
"That committee got tens of
thousands of letters from that
magazine's readers, and they had

a direct effect on a national issue."
Following this "Golden
Age," said Wailer-Zuckerman,
with decreased revenues due to
the Great Depression and increased competition from radio,
companies publishing women's
magazines became more institutionalized and bureaucratic. The
magazines' content shifted, focusing on women either as "sex
objects prhousekeepers,"shesaid.
"Now, there are many differentkinds of women's magazines,"
said Waller-Zuckerman. "That
way, they can say to advertisers,
'We can't give you a wide audience like TV, but we can give you
this specific group.' "
The biggest challenge for
women's magazines today,
Waller-Zuckerman said, is surviving amid the rapidly-changing
roles of women in U.S. society,
"As women gain more opportunities in the workplace, and
gender roles break down, questions arise about the need for
magazines that target women as
women," she said. "However, I
don't see an end to them. They
will continue to exist as long as
society sees differences in men
and women."
Women's
magazines,
Waller-Zuckerman said, will
continue to perform for women as
they always have.
"They show women what
beauty is, and how they should
behave," she said. "They look at
opportunities for women in the
world and show them what they
can do to make a difference. There
will always be a need for that."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

Milestones
•On August 26,1920, women were granted suffrage by the 19th
. Amendment to the Constitution.
•Geraldine Ferraro was the first woman to be nominated by a
. major^party for a national elective office in 1984.
•Only two women have served in both houses of Congress, Mary
Chase Smith and Barbara Mukulski Jeannette Rankin
became the first woman member of Congress in 1917.
•Roe v s . Wade, the landmark Supreme Court decision that
prohibited the banning of abortions early in a pregnancy was
handed down in 1973.
•The Women's Right's National Historical Park opened in 1982 .'
;
honoringElizabethCadyStanton/aleaderinthewomen's
suffrage movement.
. - . . . . :
•Founded by Betty Friedan in 1966, the National Organize
-tion of Women's aim was "to take actions needed to bring
women into the mainstream of American society." Molly Yard
is the current president of NOW.
•In 1987, Katherine Fanning, editor of the Christian Science
Monitor became the first woman president of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors.
•Sally Ride, the first woman astronaut in space, made a tremen
-dous impact on the field of aviation. Just a few years later, Dr.
Mae Jemison became the first black woman selected for
NASA's astronaut training corps.
,
•On December 27,1987, Gayle Sierens was the first woman to
. •••' do the play by play of a nationally televised NFL game. She
called the Seattle Seahawks-Kansas City Chiefs game.
•Margaret Sanger, an important figure in birth control advo
-cacy, led the fight in getting oral contraceptives legalized in
'". *. ; t r # c t f i | ^ ^
' contrbtfiUt'

-•••••

' ' ••

, - •

.• ,'i-K •;

•The establishment of the National Women's Political Caucaus, in
1971, was one of the most significant developments in the
women's movement. Gloria Steinem was among the
women who founded this organization.
•In the continuing struggle for women's rights, the Equal Rights
Amendment was passed by Congress on March 22,1972.
Although the amendment was not ratified by the states,
women's issues gained recognition.
•In the (ate '60s and early 70s, laws were passed allowing women
to enlist in the military. In 1975, President Ford passed a Saw
allowing admission of Women to the three major service
/ . a c a d e m i e s . , :

•

' . • •!••'.:;•.•;• ,.- .

: ' ; ; > , , ••••'.•• • ' . - . > ' • •

,
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•More women are apt to enter journalism than men, In1987,
. 50.5, percent gf journalists were women serving as reporters
: : ;'/v':; V i a n d e d i t o r s ; ' • • • . ^ ' ; V ' V :.;-:.-'v: ; ."' ; *':.'.•.. •" ;.": "•"'

;
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•The First Women's Rights Convention kicked off a wave of
i:v; • protest by women; to gain more^rightson July 19-20,1848,
•President''John F. Kennedy's Commission on-the Status of
\.
in cases of jury duty and personal property rights, ..
•Amelia Earhart completes the first transatlantic solo flight by
:
. • awoman in May 1932,
•
• i l i a Grasso was the first U.S. woman governor.
•Patricia Harris was the first black female member of the
;
: : Cabinet, serving as Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel
-oprnent and Francis Perkins was the first female to hold
a Cabinet position as Secretary of tab'or.
, ; ., . :
•An Important figure in women's history, Wary Mcleod-Bethuhe.
:
founded and acted as president of Bethune-Cdokman
College, She:also served a? president of the National .•.'
: ;' Asspciation ofColoredWpmen. ; " .'••
. '" : .'• .
•Gwfen^lynBrooks;was the first black poet to win the Pulitzer
•; • • Prized Brooks won in 1955 for Annie Allen...;-. ..;
•Although Harriet Tubman is best known for helping slaves to
••; freedom, she Was alsoactive: in thesuff rage movement and
'•:'; ; the National Association for Colored Women.:.;
•Shirley ChlSholm entered the presidential primaries and ran
': ~ Jarihe/presidential riomination in::19B2jbuf was defeated by
^DemocratGeorgeMcOoverrii

• /..'•.••.••,':'-. '..,:••-.

•The Suffrage Monument wasdedicated in*1921, featuring
: ; the heads of Susan B, Anthohy, Elizabeth CadyStanton, and
',:•<••:{;

L u c f e t i a M o t t

':: . v - ' / . ; " . • ' • . ' , : ' • • v . X " .
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Announcements
AWARDS
Arthur Hughes Award - This
spring Trinity College will present the first Arthur Hughes Award
for achievement in teaching. All
Assistant Professors within one
year of the tenure decision are
eligible forthisnew award, which
was created to .honor the late
Arthur Hughes, who served as
Professor of German, Chairman
of Modem Languages, Dean of
the College, and on occasions,
Acting President, during^aTrinity
career spanning thirty-six years.
A small committee of students, faculty members, and academic deans will select this year' s
recipient. That committee is now
soliciting letters from students
who wish to write in support of
one or another of those eligible
for the Hughes Award.
Please send letters to Jan
Conn, Dean of the Faculty, Williams 120. Letters are due by
March 15,1990.
Faculty members eligible for
the Hughes Award are:

Competition for this prize is open
to members of the senior class
only. It will be awarded to the
student whose paper is judged to
be best in any field of History.
Papers should be at least 15 pages
in length,
Ferguson Prize in Government $450. The Ferguson Prize in
Government, founded in 1890 by
the late Prof essor Henry Ferguson
of the Class of 1868, are offered
for the two best essays submitted
for any undergraduate course,
tutorial, or seminar in the Department of Political Science during
the academic year - a first prize of
$450, and a second prize of $300.
All essays must be typewritten.
They must be submitted to the
Chairman of the Political Science
Department before April 13,1990.

The Alexander A. Goldfarb
Award for Community Service
will be presented to the Trinity
student, who through community
service, has done the most during
this current year. Nominations
should include (1) a letter of
Students may
Professor Carol Any — nomination.
nomiate themselves or be nomiModern Languages
Professor Barbara Benedict nated by others. (2) Two seconding letters from members of the
— English
Professor Arthur Feinsod —. Trinity faculty and/or administration. (3) A description by the
Theater and Dance
Professor Shiela Fisher — nominated student of the activities cited. Completed packages
English
Professor John Georges — should be sent to Betty Anne Cox,
Director of External Affairs,
Mathematics
Professor Dan Lloyd — Phi- Development Office, Williams
Memorial by March 22, 1990.
losophy
Professor Ralph Morelli —
Engineering and Computer Sci- DANCE
ence
Professor Susan Penny backer Friday, March 16 — Urban Bush
— History
Women, an ensemble of seven
Professor John Platoff — New York-based performers who
Music
present original dance/theater
Professor Richard Prigodich works. 8 pm in Goodwin Theatre.
— Chemistry ;
Admission: $10 general, $5 stuProfessor Julia Smith — dents and senior citizens.s
History
Sunday, March 18 — "Davidson
and Dance Rhythm" presented by
The Department of History an- the Artists Collective. 2 pm in
nounces the following prizes for Goodwin Theatre. Admission;
essays judged by the Department
tobeofdistinguishedquality. Two
copies free of grades, notations,
etc. must be submitted by April
16, 1990 to Seabury 23. Theses
submissions may be as late as
April 23,1990.
George Cooper Prize in British
History—$150. Awardedtothe
senior who has done the best work
in British history at Trinity. The
prize was established in 1976 byD. G. Brinton Thompson,
Northam Professor emeritus and
a former Chairman of the History
Department.
Ferguson Prize in History—$450
(first); $300 (second) Students in
all classes are eligible to apply for
this prize. Essays of at least 15
pages written independently or
for courses and seminars are eligible for consideration.
Georpe J. Mead Prize in History
— $200. Only freshmen and
sophomores enrolled in History
101 are eligible. The prize is
awarded to the freshman or sophmore student with the most
outstand i ng record in History 101
as judged by the faculty in the
course.
D.G. Brinton Thompson Prize in
American History—$400. Open
to all clases. The award is to a
paper considered by the department to be an excellent one in the
field of American history.
Miles A. Tuttle Prize. — $700.

EVENTS

York City Board of Education.
Sponsored by the Shelby Cullom
Davis Endowment. McCook
Auditorium at 8 pm.

The French Club will be showing
the second half of the film "Diva"
in the Modern Languages Lounge
in Seabury at 6:30 pm on Wednesday March 14. All welcome.
Refreshments will be served.

Sunday, March 18 — Fiction
reading by Bob Peltier, a student
in Trinity College's Individualized Degree Program and a Wethersfield, Conn, resident. Koeppel Student Center at 7 pm.

The 1990 Connecticut State
Taekwondo Championship will
be held on Sunday, March 18th at
Trinity College. The competition
for adults and children will be in 3
events: forms, free-sparring, and
board breaking. All winners will
be eligible to compete in the 1990
National Taekwondo Championship to be held in Wisconsin.
Competition will begin at 9 am
and continue throughout the day.
Information for spectators and
competitors is available from Mr.
Sang Kim at 522-7190, The
admission is $5 for adults, $3 for
children 6-16, and free under 6.

MUSIC

$ 10 general, $8 students and senior citizens.

Wednesday, March 14—"Simon
Bolivar and Colombian Independence," by Margaurita Garrido de
Payan, Tinker Lecturer at Trinity
College. 4:15 pm in Seabury 9-17
Wednesd a y ,
March
14 —
"Schools
o
f
Choice
in Public Education
— the
East
Harlem
Experience" by
s

y

Fliegel,
former
superintendent
of the
N e w

ters in to Burt Apfelbaum at Ferris
Athletic Center.
The French proficiency exam will
be given Wednesday, March 21,
1990, from 4:00 p.m. to7:00p.m.
This is required of all majors.
Students wishing to take the exam
this semester must sign up with •
the Modern Languages Secretary,
Mrs. Shorey, in Seabury 23, by
Friday, March 16.

Organ recital by Jean-Pierre Leguay, titular organist of Notre
Dame Cathedral, Paris, 3 pm. at
the Trinity Chapel. The cost is $5
general admission ($3 students/
senior citizens)

The financial aid office has a list
of parttime off-campus jobs. Stop
by the office to check out the
opportunities. If you are interested in full time or summer
employment, consult the Career
Counseling Office.

GENERAL
Intramural Softball Rosters are

BEACH BOUND...
worried about valuables?

Attention:
HIRING!

SELF STORAGE is the

Government jobs your area.
$17,840 - $69,485.
Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext. R 8404. .

ticket, Special spring
break rates. Call West
Hartford Self Storage
953-2011 seven days a
week! Other locations:
Wethersfield 721-9663
P.S. We have parking,and
garages for autos!

in !§>iluer anb
Contemporary, Traditional & Handcrafted Jewelry
1000 Farmington Ave., Suite 104 West Hartford Center

The
BIGGEST
SALE
c
fd YEfIH
"The perfect gift for that special person"
Take advantage of the slowest time of the year to get the bast
prices ever, New pieces are continually coming In and being made.
Your will not find savings like ttiese until next winter.
EVERYTHING IS ON SALE. Many additional sales consultants will
be available to assist you after 3:00 p.m. and on Saturdays.
STERLING SILVER- Simply the largest and best selection in CT.

SALE ENDS MARCH 24

SALE
SAVINGS on categories up to
35% OFF our regular low prices.

523-1494
Houtm: TUW.-8M. 10:30-5:30 •
Thtlf8.NK)Munt»B

A symposium

Environmental Policy in the 90's and Beyond:
Science, Human Values, and'Political
Choices

Steven Kelman
Robert C. Paehlke
John F. Kennedy School of Govenment Department of Political Studies
Harvard University
Trent University
As we enter the 1990s, and face a new century, there is no more pressing issue than the relationship
between humanity and the natural environment. The future of this relationship will depend on the environmental policies of local, state and federal governments. These policies will emerge from a
synthesis of science, technology, and moral values, shaped in specific political contexts. This
symposium is an attempt to generate an exchange of ideas among scientists, scholars of public policy,
and public administrators about how Connecticut, New England, and the United States might meet the
pressing environmental problems that face us now and in the next century.

ML, March 16,1990 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Washington Room, Mather Hall
Trinity College
The symposium is sponsored by Trinity College with the help of a New Liberal
Arts Grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
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Arts
Max Coyer Paints "Dialogue with Past"
Late Artist's Retrospective Work Explore Youth in Atheneum
-By Nicole MorettiAfts Editor
"When I was 7 years old, I
visited the Wads worth Atheneum
for the first time. My mother had
taken me there specifically to see
their famous mummy. My sense
of excitement and anticipation
evaporated quickly when I found
myself staring at what looked like
a dusty sack of potatoes...."
Fortunately for the art world,
Max Coyer continued to visit the
Atheneum throughout his youth.
As a child exploring the various
facets of the museum, Coyer
developed an early appreciation
for art. Later, at Trinity College,
• Coyer was an English major
whose main interest was twentieth century poetry. Dropping out
after two years, Coyer found
himself in New York where he
established himself as an arts
promoter, and to a lesser extent as
an artist. About 1980, Coyer
turned to art seriously.
He didn't approach art as a
complete independent, trying to
create something entirely new and
different. "He set up a dialogue
with past art," explained Fine Arts
Prof. Michael Fitzgerald. • "He
would literally copy images he
had seen and admired (in the
Atheneum) and used these elements in his own art."
This idea of 'appropriation',
or taking ideas that already exist,
was a common strategy developing in the early' 80s in New York.
A very self-conscious theoretical
way of making art, the idea questions the conceptof originality for
an artist. Coyer believed that
present artwork is always influenced by some past artist. At one
time, he stated, "...as an artist
working at the end of the twentieth century, subconsciously or
consciously, there is the feeling
of art history weighing down on

you. Every brushstroke you make
on a canvas, someone else has
made before you."
By actually incorporating
other artists' works into one piece,
Coyer "didn't create images that
expressed his emotions," Fitzgerald explained. "He took images
available to us and combined them
in a way to express his
emotions....In a sense it's a kind
of self-depreciating approach to
art; but one the artists feel is more
realistic in reflecting the way the
world is now and how people
really act."
Since all the pieces Coyer
incorporates into his work are from
the Atheneum, Hartford residents
can experience Coyer as he ages
in a this environment, trying to
find a way to preserve his memory and sense of origin. Many of
the paintings have a date
spraypainted onto them. These
dates do not reflect the year Coyer
painted the work, but at what age
he recalls gaining an appreciation
for that piece.
"Since he's using public
material, all from the Atheneum,
to construct his own art, we receive insight into his process since
we in Hartford have and know all
the references in his paintings,"
stated Fitzgerald.
At times, the pieces have
'sharp delineating forms. Other
times, the piece looks very sloppy
with its broad brush strokes and
gestural style. Fitzgerald explained, "The sense of gesture or
sloppiness in his brushstroke is
quite intentional. It's to register
the fact that the piece is not mechanical buthandmade. The sloppiness is also associated with a
sense
of
emotion
or
spontaneity...Although it is a
slightly
expressionistic
brushsroke, we are still able to
easily identify the subjects he
begins with."

"Skeleton Painting #1" by Max coyer, 1988.
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"The Death of Vitellius" by Max Coyer. 1985,, oil on canvas, 72 x 60".

Coyer's earlier works were
unique to Coyer himself. These
are comprised of the abstract
"Conehead" series totalling about
thirty works. Throughout this
experiment, Coyer retained his
retrospective style through titling
the pieces. Each title corresponds
to another artwork which Coyer
had found some sort of relation.
He stopped the Conehead
series when he found they were
becoming too simple for him to
paint and didn't have much meaning, He then moved onto photography for a short time, but was
inevitably drawn back to merging
the art of the Wadsworth
Atheneum into his own paintings. Although the general viewer
might not be able to see the separate pieces Coyer alludes to in his
paintings, they are still quite striking a nd powerful to behold.
Towards the end of his life,
Coyer began working with still
lifes, mainly flowers, Still using
his collage effect, he merged
separate still lifes into meaningful structures. However, even
these floral works had been drawn
from other works from 17th century Dutch painters to American
Impressionists. The skeleton still
life, shown here, was on of his last
works. Although he had already
contracted Aids by this point, he
had no conscious knowledge that
he was dying.
Max Coyer's exhibit is in the
Widener Gallery of Austin Arts
Center. The Gallery is open from
1 pm - 5 pm daily.

"The Endless Voyage" by Max Coyer. 1983, oil on canvas with spray
onamol 82
R1 x
V 48
4R'1
enamel,
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Pure Energy! Dance
Glub Excites Audience
-By Nicole Moretti•Arts Editor

The Trinity Dance Club presented two exhilarating performances March 11 and 12. Eleven
dances comprised of twenty-two
separate dancers shook the packed
Washington Room with their
amazing vitality.
Many people expressed their
delight at seeing such diversity
within the pieces from ballet, tap,
jazz, modern, African, and house
styles. The crowd responded
wildly aftereachpiece, often times
chanting along and cheering on
performers.
The concert started with a
bang introducing Karen Zeltzer
'90, Yvette Harper "90, and
Shonda Gibson '93 in an upbeat
jazzy piece entitled "Soul to Soul
to Soul." Following was the mesmerizing "Elegua" featuring
Marcos Sanchez '91 and Stephanie Stugart '93. Next came "A

Day in the Studio" with Mary
Birkel '93, Lynne Hinkel '92 and
Nicole Moretti '92 dancing to
Frankie Goes to Hollywood's
"Relax." Kelly James '91 and
Karen Zeltzer presented the
symbolic "Elegy, "receivingraves
from the audience for their performance.
"Beatles On Tap" with Anna
Sweeney '92 and Katie Edwards
'91 gave the crowd a taste of tap
dancing to the sounds of "When
I'm 64." The strong African celebration piece "Rhythm and..."
featuring Sarah Janette '92, Kitzia
Skipsey '93, Stephanie Stugart
and Karen Zeltzer roused the
crowd with its tempo and energy
before breaking with intermission.
The audience immediately
was back into the dance energy
with a performance to the hit song
"Rhythm Nation" called "Don't
Let Your Eyes Deceive You"
choreographed and performed by
Rachel Ballard '92, Cathy Bishop

'92, Jennifer Donofrio '92 and
Stacy Limauro '91. "Reunion"
elegantly followed showcasing
Yvette Harper and Corrie Foster
'91 in a dance interpretation of a
poem.
"Greatest Man Alive" featuring Jay Smart '91 and Kelly
James again roused the crowd to
yell cheers at the dancers. "Dance
For One" with soloist Stephanie
Stugart juxtaposed the previous
piece with its graceful and controlled classical ballet style. The
final piece, "Set it Off choreographed by Chris Taylor '90 and
performed by Brian Chisholm '92,
Brian Davis '92, Corrie Foster,
Damon Scott '92 and Shonda
Gibson, ignited the audience with
its humor and pure energy.
The Dance Club is advised
by Jen-Jen Lin and is open for all
students to j oin regardless of dance
experience. Look for workshops
or more exciting concerts in the
future.

TONIGHT
Music from the Andes by Kataris
Juan Brito, Roberto Clavijo, Pedro Espinosa and jorge Ordinola will perform on instruments native to
Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador and Chile. Part of Latin American Week. Goodwin Theater. 8 pm. FREE!
TONIGHT
Margaret Gibson
Acclaimed writer and Trinity poet-in-residence Gibson will present her second poetry reading. Boycr
Auditorium. 8:15 pm. FREE!
3/16
Urban Bush Women
A critically acclaimed New york based dance/theater company will perform, blending African-American
folklore, modern dance techniques, and street-wise wit int original works. Goodwin Theater. 8 pm. $5
for students with ID.
•

3/20

• . - • • • • • •

Michelle Cliff and Margaret Randall
!liff and Randall will read from their work as the Women's Center and English Department welcome these
two distinguished writers back to Trinity. Goodwin Theater. 7:30 pm. FREE!
Thru 3/23
Max Coyer
Retrospective paintings by the late Coyer, a Trinity College alumnus. Widener Gallery. 1 pm-5 pm daily.
FREE!
-.

Scrib Sez: Sit or Spin
By Bill Schreiber
Midnight Oil, Blue Sky Mining, Columbia Records
First of &\\,Diesel and Dust was definitely not Midnight Oil's first
album. Instead, this band has been playing the surfers' bar scene in
Sydney, Australia since the late '70s. Ten years and eight albums later,
the Oils have released Blue Sky Mining as a follow-up to their last effort
which did rather well in America, Diesel and Dust. Strangely, most
Americans who pushed "Beds Are Burning" to number one had no idea
that the song was about the plight of the Aborigines in the Aussie
desert. This band is a political rock and roll outfit. They have been
dedicated since their conception to making a difference in their
homeland, and if a few Americans pick up on it, well, that's probably
pretty cool, too. Someone bitched to me that they are too "dancy" these
days. Well, maybe you should listen to some of the Oils lyrics, I
guarantee they won't make you feel like groovin'.
The overwhelming Peter Garrett, over six and a half feet tall and
as bald as a newbom, is an ex-lawyer political activist who sings with
the voice of a beast: it's deep , dark and loud, backed with character,
and lined with meaning and hope. Garrett's bleating is backed by the
skillful guitars of Jim Moginie and Martin Rotsey who usually mix
•acoustic and electric backings. The rhythm section is just as strong as
Bones Hilman and Rob Hirst,'do a whole lot more than keep a steady
rocking beat. These guys ate the rock/folk revolution Down Under that
have graciously brought their meaningful work to the rest of the world.
Many of the songs on Blue Sky Mining are set on acoustical
backgrounds with vocal pleads expressing the political or social
shortcomings in the eyes of Midnight Oil. If you were a little
unsatisfied with Diesel and Dust (like me) and are looking for something more in line with Midnight Oil's past, as in the awe inspiring
10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1., then I highly recommend you look into this
album and, specifically the tracks "One Country", "King of the
Mountain", "Forgotten Years" and the single from the album "Blue
Sky Mine."
\

3/16 and 3/17
AWAKENING
The evening includes the World Premiere of Michael Utoff's visionary ballet and the Farewell Tribute performance of Hartford
Ballet's prima ballerina Judith Gosnell, who is retiring after 27
highly acclaimed years. These are the last events of the 89-90
season at the Bushnell. Hartford Ballet. TheBushnell. 8 pm.
Tix:$8-$40
Thru 3/17
WOYZECK
A classic of expressionist drama: the story of a simple man at
odds with the oppressive forces of the world, a man becoming
lost in passion as reality splinters around him. Hartford Stage.
For information/reservations, call: 527-5151. Tix: $11-$25
3/18
CLASSICS AT THE MOVIES
n a Benefit concert for Hartford Symphony's musicians, Katherine Hepburn, Bugs Bunny and others come to life and
perform with the Hartford Synphony Orchestra. The Bushnell.
8 pm. Tix:$20-$50

3/19
ORCHESTRA NATIONAL DE FRANCE
Led by renowned conductor Lorin Maazel, the orchestra wil
give an intimately passionate interpretation of the works of
Debussy, Roussel and Saint-Saens. The Bushnell. 8 pm. Tix
$15-$3O
Thru 3/30 '
IMAGES OF SELF AND SEXUALITY
Minimalist self-reflection contrasts with witty collages in two
mixed media installations: Cary Leibowitz's "Picture This: Fried
Porkchops, " an exploration of gay self-identity and Hilary
Leone's "Through A Glass Darkly," which addresses topica
issues. Real Art Ways. Mon-Fri 10 am - 5 pm. FREE!

\ 1 A photo of Max
U Coyer by
^ Christopher Makos
and the painting
Rising Water made
in 1985 using oil
on canvas. The
actual size of the
painting is 72 x
180" and displays a
very different
Coyer style.
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Arts
Double Dances This Weekend
-By Maria G. BlackburnAuatin Arts Center Publicist
Here is what critics are saying
about Urban Bush Women:
"An unmistakably modern
• sensibility, filtered through expressive ritualistic dance of extraordinarily delicate nuance."
Jennifer Dunning, New
York Times
"It's about the selves that
lurk within, about growth, about
peeling off layers to get to the
essence, about the black female
ancestors who run through the
blood of black women today:" •
Deborah Jowitt, Village
Voice
"Startlingly original... The
lines of communication between
them and the audience are so
direct and clear, you blink as if
you are seeing daylight for the
first time."
Nancy Goldner, Philadelphia Enquirer
Urban Bush Women. The
name of this dance company is an
interesting juxtaposition of two
extremely different terms which
calls into question our understanding of the terms involved. How
can something be both cosmopolitan and true to one's roots at
the same time? Urban Bush
Women not only can, but they

have won awards doing so.
The company was established
in .1984 by Artistic Director Jawole
Willa Jo Zollar as a vehicle for her
exploration of cross-cultural diversity and theatrical constants.
Using contemporary idioms and
interdisciplinary forms, the company presents dance/theater works
which are rooted in the folklore
and religious traditions of African-Americans.
Zollar has been dancing from
the age of five when she performed in cabarets in her native
Kansas City, Mo. She began her
formal training with Joseph Stevenson of the legendary Katherine Dunham Company and went
on to earn a B.A. in Dance from
the University of Missouri and an
M.F.A. in dance from Florida State
University. But for Zollar Western dance seemed too limiting so
in 1980 she emigrated to New
York to study with Dianne Mclntyre and Kevin Wynn at Sounds in
Motion and she has remained
there, exploring her interest in
her ancient roots ever since. She
says, "The African presence survived in America through slavery. It's in the rhythms of the
speech. It's in the music. I want
to know that history.
Through the driving immediacy of live music, the drama and
wit of the spoken word, a capella
vocal sounds based on field hollers, chants and improvisational
vocalization techniques and, most
importantly, the growth and spirit
of movement, the company explores the struggle, growth and
transformation of the human spirit.

The performers take us from the
particular—a birthing ceremony,
a teenage pajama party, a hot
southern night—to the universal
—the sisterhood forged in want,
the dignity found through suffering, the joy wrested from survival. On stage Urban Bush
Women create a sense of community, singing and dancing for all
of us about our common humanity- ,
The ensemble of seven performers, occasionally joined by
guest composer-musici ans, exude
a rare energy and commitment on
stage and off. They have presented major seasons in New York
and have toured throughout the
world, bringing their innovative
combination of dance and culture
from the past and present to people
everywhere.
Urban Bush Woman will be
performing at the Austin Arts
Center's Goodwin Theater on
Friday March 16 at 8 p.m. For
tickets and additional information contact the Box Office at
297-2199. This is a Performance
Pass event.
*****************
On the following afternoon
join Mickey Davidson and Friends
as they bring to you the third and
final presentation in their dance
series, "Dance Rhythm Dance."
Directed by Mickey Davidson,
this New York based company of
five dancers and five musicians
works collaboratively to blend
dance, music and drama in original pieces celebrating the hidden
treasures of African-American

dance in its traditional and popular forms.
"The dances are from all eras
of the (Afro-American) music, the
funky chicken, the Lindy Hop —
dances people have read about
but never seen — a real panorama," says Ahmad Abdullah, the
group's trumpeter and longtime
collaborator with Davidson.
Plantation dances, scat dance, the
Charleston, sanding, tap and
modern jazz forms all combine
with corresponding music which
ranges from the African drum to
Ellington, Parker and the big band
sound ofFrank Foster to enlighten,
entertain and electrify audiences.
The New York Times has
hailed Mickey Davidson as
"impressively articulate." A
University of Illinois M.A. in
Dance and former professor at
SUNYOldWestbury.New York,
Davidson is currently teaching at
Wesleyan University. Her collaborations include work with
celebrated jazz pianist Cecil Taylor, as well as company dancers
stints with "Roots of Brazil," and
Okra Dance Company among
others.
The Dance Rhythm Dance,"
production includes a tribute to

James Reese Europe, the key figure in organizing black musicians
and bringing their music to the
stage. While Europe performed a
wide range of music, including
western classical, his syncopated
music (later to be termed as "jazz")
was the rave of the first decade of
the 20 century.
Davidson and friends explore
these roots and more musical
inheritances while simultaneously
tracing the roots of modern dance
forms in this stimulating 90 minute show. The company will also
conduct two master workshops
on Saturday, March 17 beginning
at 1 pm, one for horns and rhythm
section instruments, the other in
dance. The two workshops will
come together in mid-afternoon
for a joint venture. The open
workshop will be held at the Artists Collective (35 Clark St.,
Hartford/527-3205)andcosts$10
for non-members, $5 for new
members.
Mickey Davidson and
Friends willbeperforming at the
Austin Arts Center's Goodwin
Theater on Sunday, March 18 at
2 pm. For tickets and additional
information contact the Box
Office at 297-2199.

f

Liz n Russ
by Liz Healy and Russ Kauff
Liz
When in London, I was heartbroken and disappointed when I
arrived for a performance of Hamlet, and found that the exceptional
actor Daniel-Day Lewis was no longer playing the title role in the
Royal National Theatre's production. Next, the rumors began floating that he had suffered a nervous breakdown after completing his
latest film,
After seeing that film which he had just finished, My Left Foot,
I understand so clearly why Lewis may have needed a little break. His
portrayal of Christy Brown, an Irish man born with Cerebral Palsy
who becomes an artist and author with only the use of his left foot,
must be an inspiration to every actor and actress. It is the most
difficult role to play that I can imagine. I mean, this is REAL acting,
none of that mushy Holly wood stuff.
.
This is a wonderful film, (directed by Jim Sheridan) yet, when
going into it, one must remember that it is Irish, and that means the
audience is not clubbed over the head with sentiment, as often is the
case with American films. My Left Foot is extremely subtle, as
foreign films usually are, and I therefore see some moviegoers not
being as moved as they think they will be by such a story.
I, on the other hand, was deeply affected by the power of this
film. We watch the pain, cruelty and poverty that Christy grew up
with. His brothers and sisters sleep five to a bed, and his burdened
parents feed their family nothing but porridge to save enough money
for Christy to have a wheelchair. These aspects pulled hard at my
heart strings, while the triumphs of the story are equally passionate,
Christy tells his doctorthat Hamlet was a corpse - he couldn't act. She
says, "He did in the end," and Christy tells her, "It was too late,"
Christy and Daniel-Day Lewis both prove that they can act beautifully.
.-

Urban Bush Woman (I to r) Christina Jones, Viola Steely, and Anita Gonzalez in "Heat" The Urban Bush Women
will perform this Friday night at 8 pm in Goodwin Theater of Austin
Center. This
Performance •i-ass
istin Arts center,
i nis is a renuun""-«=
••« event.
even.
Theater at 2 pm. For more information,
On Sunday, Mickey Davidson and Friends will be performing in Goodwin Theate
Photo by Johan Elbers
contact the Box Office at 297-2199.

Zen Meditation
-By Roger ParkArts Staff Writer
Paul C. Bloom of the New
Haven Zen Center, has given a
total of three well-attended lecture/meditation workshops on Zen
open to Trinity students. The
most recent of his workshops was
last Tuesday in a Seabury dance
hall.

Students learned. about the
different Zen concepts from
Bloom as he lectured about the
Zen relationship, especially that
relating to the mind, body and action. This workshop was to give
the students a more personal
understanding of Zen concepts.
On April 22, Professor Findly
of the East Asian Studies Department will lead a field trip to the

New Haven Zen School. The day
will include lectures on Zen,
meditation workshops and a meal
from the Zen center.
No prior knowledge of Zen or
Buddhism or attendance at previous lectures is needed for the day
trip. For further informationor a
detailed outline of the excursion,
contactProfessorFindly. Forthe
time being, mediate on it.

.•

..

. .

Russ

:

•

I think Liz really nailed this one on the head with her point that
this is not a Hollywood production. Gone is the schmaltz that
certainly would have accompanied this film if it had been an American effort. There is no whirlwind score, no overacted scenes designed
to bring the audience to tears. We come to feel for Christy because we
are observers of his life's progression from a distance, we aren't
swept up in the melodrama of it all. This is, arguably, one of the great
advantages that European filmmakers have over their American
counterparts. Certainly, this subtlety lies at the very center of this My
Left Foot's success. This is the embodiment of film as art.
Herein lies my problem - is art truly entertaining? Certainly, My
Left Foot is a triumphant work - a powerful and heartwarming
commentary on the life of an extraordinary man - but can I recommend it? If you're in the proper frame of mind for a film that is both
immensely cerebral and visceral in its impact on the audience, My
Left Foot is a must see. If you are in the mood for a tear-jerking, 'bash
you over the head with emotion' type of film, go rent Terms of
Endearment. In the final analysis, I loved this film; but this is the
reason there are multiplex cinemas.
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The Biker Chick

Why A Duck?
Steve Safran

M.G. Blackburn

Brock 'n' Roll

WfflD
JobPro Tempary Serice
Work During Spring Break!
Call the office closest to you:
1101 Main Street
E. Hartford
528-9178

95 Fenn Rd.
Newington
665-8077

85 Barnes Rd.
WalUngford
269-1904

2340 Whitney Ave.
Hamden
281-5890

7 Louis St.
Hartford
548-0660

73 Old Country Road
Windsor Locks
627-0234

281 Hartford Tnpk.
Vernon
872-8622

Career Opportunities for soon to be Grads.
Inside sales coordinators, outside sales representatives
Contact Louie Donze, Manager of Recuitment and
Development
East Hartford 528-9178
Job Pro's Financial Division
Temp and Permanent Placements
Entry Level to Management
Contact Laurie Medeiros, Account representative,
Hartford
246-7720.

For the third time, the New Dorm has been given a name. -.
"New Dorm" and "The Vernon Street Dorm" were apparently
not good enough, with the former sounding too silly and the
latter sounding like the name of a shelter for wayward transients.
Actually, that's as good a description for the Seniors as any,
which is why they should leave well enough alone.
But nooooo. The Committee for Finding Really Obscure
Trinity Presidents and Naming Poorly Constructed Dormitories
After Them has decided to change the name of our beloved
brick echo chamber.
According to President Gerety's press release, "John
Brocklesby was President of Trinity College from 1866to1867
and in his short tenure, he changed the history of this institution
with the implementing of a diversity campaign." Wouldn't
Brocklesby be proud to know that it only took 124 years for his
campaign to be put into action? That's quick turnaround time
for ,i usually conservative institution.
"The campaign did result in the admittance of the first
th1 ee students in 1867 who were not residents of Connecticut."
V ow! How much more diverse can you get! President
Brocklesby must have turned a few heads with that shocker!
I've always said that Trinity hasn't been the same since we
started letting in people from Rhode Island.
The Development Office was kind enough to furnish me
with excerpts from John Brocklesby's Diaries, which were
thought lost until they were unearthed during the recent
construction of the Life Sciences Quad Crater. I must admit, I
am impressed—his diaries answered many nagging questions
I always had about Trinity:
SEPT. 1, 1866: Have decided that school will start on
Labor Day. This will be a good way to get the students'
attention that Mister Business is on the job. I figure they've had
enough long weekends this summer. Am planning to axe
Columbus Day, Veterans' Day, Presidents' Day, and Martin
Luther King Day as well, whoever he is.
SEPT 3, 1866: The student's are rioting and have taken
over my office. They like their holidays. Have invented crafty
solution to problem—am giving them an entire day off for
registration, and a week off in the middle of October. Have
fooled professors into thinking, that this new "Open Period" is
a time for quiet study and catching up on work, even though it
comes the week after mid-terms.
SEPT. 4,1866: They've bought it. I might do the same
thing in February.
Still, it could be worse. "President Brocklesby held office
immediately following John Barret Kerfoot." Now there's a
dorm name—Kerfoot. It sounds like a Mad Magazine sound
effect. Picture someone getting a boot in their face: KERFOOT!
I think that wold be a much cooler name for the dorm.
The memo goes on to say that Brockledude raised $742,000
for the college. This was a lot of money for 1866. My guess is
that it went to buying books for one of the out-of-staters,
"For these and other accomplishments, the New Dorm
will now be called Brocklesby Dormitory." What other
accomplishments? The guy was President of the college from
1866 until 1867 which, when you think about it, is only a year
longer than I've held the job. I don't see them rushing around
to name things after me. "Where do you live?" "In Steve." A
much better choice, I think.
With all due respect for the Brockmeister, this has got to
change. I would feel tremendously silly living in a dorm that
sounds more like a flavor of yogurt. 1 suggest that we axe the
new name in favor of one of these more accurate choices:
1. The No Hot Water, Ever Dorm.
2. The Retains Enough Heat-To Power A Small Star When
the Temperature Goes Above Fifty Degrees But They Still
Won't Turn On The Air Conditioning Which They Save for Rich
Alumni During Reunion Weekends Only Dorm.
3. The Girls On My Hall Never Turn Off Their Stereo
Dorm.
4. The Looks More Like A Hospital Dorm.
5. (My personal favorite.) The New Dorm.
WRITE TO THE PRESIDENT NOW! Tell him to rethink
the Brocklesby deal before it's too late. Maybe we could all chip
in and raise enough money to re-re-re-rename it. My guess is
that we only need about $742,001 or so.
We're Features. We're here to help.
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Owl Vomit, Dog Shoots Man, and Flying Tuna
These are
indeed
exciting times we live in, what
with the radical political
changes in Eastern Europe, the
dramatic developments in
South Africa, and, of course,
the long-overdue Illinois Owl
Vomit Study. This was alertly
brought to my attention by
reader Paul Baker, who sent
an article from the Wisconsin
State Journal headlined
LAWMAKERS CHOKE ON
OWL VOMIT STUDY. It
seems that some Illinois
, legislators are upset because
the state is funding a $180,000
study wherein researchers go
around collecting owl vomit
to see what they (the owls) eat,
which could have important
implications.
'Owls spit up pellets of
hair, bone and. teeth...at least
once or twice a day," states the
article.
This is also true of our
small auxiliary dog, Zippy.
His hobby is throwing up
lizard parts when we're trying
to eat dinner. He'll get that
look of to tal concentration that
dogs get when they have a
really important task to
perform, then he'll hunch his
body over and walk around in
a circle making a noise that
sounds like "hornk." If you
put. him outside, he'll sit
patiently by the door until you
let him back inside, then he'll
resume hornking.
"Never
throw up lizard parts outside
is Rule No. 1 of the Dog Code
of Ethics.
So, as you can imagine,
°ur dinners have a very

appetizing ambience:
MY-WIFE: Would you
like some more stew?
ME: Sure, I'd love...
ZIPPY:
Hornk.
ME: On
s e c o n d
thought...
ZIPPY:
HORRRRNNK.
M
Y
SON: Look! A
tail and a leg!
ME:
I
thinkl'lljustlie
down.
And I'll
tell
you
something else
that is not
helping my
appetite any:
O
' u
r

1. In the hall closet
eneral population of Mystery
environment, the larvae turn
.efrigerator Items like the
into mosquitos and wait in the leftover takeout Chinese food
dark until you open the door, from
the
Carter

f

administration,
and then one
day Grandpa
Bob will come
to visit, and in
the middle of
the night he'll
get thirsty and
tiptoe out to the
refrigerator,
reach in, pull
out what looks
like a nice
refreshing jug
of iced tea, take
a big swig and
GAA-AAAACCC-CCKKKKthudtothe
floor. And then
Zippy
will
throw up on
him.
But I will say
this for our
dogs:
They
never
shot
anybody. This
is more than I
when they hurl their little can say for the dog inLyngdal,
bodies pathetically up against Norway, that shot a man.
the side of the jar and, with According to a news article
their whiny little voices, go, sent in by many alert readers,
"Please let me out please please the man was hunting rabbits,
PLEASE I won't suck your and he set his gun down, and
blood I SWEAR." But they are his dog "accidentally" hit the
trigger, causing the gun to go
lying.
2. In the refrigerator off Unfortunately, the rabbits
environment, the larvae do saw the whole thing and have
nothing, and, after a while you obtained a mail-order assault
don't even notice them, rifle.
Just kidding, of course!
leading to the danger that their
But
I
am
NOT kidding about ©2990 Tribune Media Services
jar
will
become
part
of
the
jar

Dave Barry

refrigerator
•currently
contains a jug
of pond water
infested with
mosquito
larvae, which
are
so
unappetizing
as to make semidigested lizard
parts look like Chicken
McNuggets. The reason we
have mosquito larvae in our
refrigerator, as you parents
have already deduced, is that
our son is doing a science fair
project that involves .seeing
what happens to larvae when
you put them into various
environments, such as the
refrigerator environment, the
hall closet environment, etc.
Here are our key findings:

By BilB Watterson

Calvin & Hobbes
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the Arson Cat. According to
an associated Press story also.
alertly sent in by numerous
readers,
investigators
concluded that a house fire in
Lima, N.Y., was caused by "a
cat playing with matches,"
prompting us to once again
ask ourselves;, as concerned
citizens,
WHEN
the
government is going to come
to its senses and order the
mandatory sterilization of
ALL cat owners.
On a brighter note, The
New Zealand Herald reports
that a woman in Adelaide,
Australia, received a hefty outof-court settlement "after she
was hit in the back by an eightkilogram frozen tuna during
the world tuna-tossing
championships." The story
adds that the organizers of this
annual event "are now trying
to make the sport safer for
spectators by developing a
rubber tuna.
.'-..•
So there is Hope for
Tomorrow. In fact, things are
looking better already: Alert
reader Perry Bradshaw sent
me a news item stating that
the governor of Minnesota,
whose name (I am not making
this goyernor up) is "Rudy
Perpich,*" has declared 1990 to
be 'The Year of The Polka." I
wouldn't be surprised if this
exciting event drew music
.enthusiasts from as far away
as Illinois ("The Owl Vomit
State"). I'd be there myself,
but I have to taunt the hall
closet mosquitos.
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World & Nation
What is to be Done?
Pat Shannon & Jeff Hawkins

U.S. Aid Priorities Skewed
With the end of the
second World War, the United
States first shed its isolationist
tendencies, and began giving
copious amounts of foreign
aid, in the form of the Marshall
plan, in order to bolster its
position throughout the
world. At that point, America
was the- only power in the
world whose economy could
support such active attempts
to
gain
international
influence. Britain, who had
heretofore enjoyed such a
powerful position in world
affairs, wasactuallyaredpient
of American aid.
It seems that the U.S. is
now being forced back into its
previous state of isolation, as
dollars for foreign aid grow
increasingly hard to find. The
budget deficit is making it
hard for the "educationenvironment-no new taxes"
President to keep America's
strong
voice
heard
internationally.
The
number
of
countries in need of U.S. aid is
growing at an extraordinary
rate; go vernmen taJ cha nges in
Eastern Europe and Central
America alone created seven
new countries in need of our
support.
"We are overpromised
and underfunded," said
Senator Patrick Leahy, head
of the Senate Appropriations
subcommittee on foreign
operations. He said of the aid
planned to Eastern Europe,
"there is all of $10 million in
wiggle room to cover
Czechoslovakia,
East
Germany, Romania and

Bulgaria. The paperwork
alone will eat that up."
The
two
largest
recipients of American foreign
aid remain Israel and Egypt,
with Israel receiving in excess
of $3 billion and Egypt just
slightly less. More than half of
this money is earmarked by
both countries for military
growth. The remainder is
provided by the U.S. in the
form of economic aid and is
used largely for social
programs or development.
American aid in the
Mid-East had been given in
response to tensions created
by the Cold-War.
The
competition between the U.S.
and Soviet Union for influence
in the Third World turned
foreign aid into a political
mechanism for acquiring
allies. The threat of Soviet
influence in the Mediterranean
is now much diminished as is
the need for an allied military
build-up there.
It is true that Israel and
Egypt have been long time
allies of the United States, but
the billions in aid they receive
could, at least in part, do much
to shape the peaceful
development of countries
whose people sorely need it.
The upheaval in Europe,
which has led to the
blossoming of several new free
states, must not be allowed to
collapse into itself. In order to
ensure the development of
these countries socially,
economically and politically,
the U.S. must provide financial
support.

The remains of once luxurious villas lie in abject ruin on the Kampuchean coast of Kampot Kampuchean officials
plan to restore this coastline to its former splendor.
Photo: Steven Erlanger, Courtesy New York Times.

Tourism Cannot Save Kampuchea
only evidence of human beings in
Kep are the occasional cattle
herder and the piles of bones
remaining from the mass genoA recent article in the New cide. Now the local government
York Times brings to light the wishes to pour millions of dollars
economic and political devasta- into rebuilding it, in hopes of retion which is Kampuchea. Ac- a'ttracting tourists. Is this a viable
cording to the Times, the provin- idea? Kampuchea is one of the
cial government of Kampot (in world's^oorestnations.. Socially,
southwestern Kampuchea, on the economically, and politically^ it
border with Vietnam), wishes to is a disaster.
revive the former seafront resort
Kampuchea has no economy
of Kep. Kep is the symbol of the as we know it. This would be
colonial era, when Cambodia, then impossible, as there is no taxation
aFrench protectorate, was apopu- base. All of the government's
lar vacation resort for the rich, to money comes from foreign aid
gamble, relax, and socialize. and foreign grants, only thesekeep
During Cambodia's post-war itafloat. Many of the people live
independence it remained popu- as they did a 1000 years ago.
lar, in fact the former leader of There is an infant mortality rate of
Cambodia, Norodum Sihanouk, 14%, one of the highest in the
had a villa there.
world (the U.S. is 1%). While
But with the revolution by there are no statistics on per capita
the Khmer Rouge in 1975, all of income, it would undoubtedly
this changed. Tourists ceased to rank among the poorest. There
find any attraction in the erst- are but 700 passenger cars in the
while vacation spot. Instead, the entire country, many no doubt left
-By Nicolas CoftnanWorld & Nation Writer

Progress in Israeli Dilemma Stalled
Disagreement Between Groups Causes Postponement in Talks
1

-By Jason SlavickSpecial to the Tripod

The key word for the peace
process in the middle East is: Postpone. The entire process is centered around slow, indirect discussions between unwilling parties. This is not to mention the
behavioroftheparties themselves.
The process has evolved such that,
with the agreement of Egypt, Israel and the PLO, a delegation of
Palestinians will be chosen by the
Egyptians to attend a joint meeting between the US, Israel, Egypt
and the-Palestinians. These dialogues will establish the process
by which the Palestinians will
elect a delegation to discuss with
Israel an interim and the ultimate
status of the West Bank and Gaza
strip.
Some details of the plan put
forth by Secretary of State James
A. Baker 3d. have caused Prime
MinsterShamirtoforestal answering the proposal. Shamir insists
that no residents of East Jerusa-

'Jt:

lem may participate in the dialogue and that the Israelis reserve
the right to walk out of the discusr
sions if they find any evidence of
the PLO. This answer has been
the cause of the internal political
crisis shaking the Israeli parliament. " • • : • • • '
'.••••
The inflexible stance which
Shamir and his Likud party have
taken has now left Shamir in an
untenable position. The progress
towards Israeli/Palestinian dialogues has fractured the Likud
party, separating its hawkish and
dovish factions. Trade minister
Ariel Sharon, the most vocal hawk
in the Likud party, resigned from
his cabinet post in response to
Shamir's apparent move towards
acceptance of the dialogues. He
formed a hawkish faction within
the Likud party. Further, another
five members of the Likud have
fonned another faction that has
stated that it will join a Labor-led
coalition if the National Unity
Government collapses.
From the left, the Labor party
has given Shamir until Sunday to
accept the terms of Baker's plan

or it will leave the coalition.
Labor's exit from the coalition
hinges on its ability to form a
majority coalition without the
Likud. This power is dependent
upon the apparent pledge of loyalty from the religious parties to
join the Labor party. But who'
knows what promises Labor has
made to the religious parties?
Thus, Shamir is leftwithout
a truly positive choice. A hawkish rejection of the peace plan will
lead to the inevitable collapse of
the National Unity Government
while a dovish acceptance will
cause the collapse o f his own party
and the loss of Shamir's own
support. Brilliantly, Shamir has
made the only choice beneficial
to himself— stall for time.
But the Israelis are not the
only divided party. Within the
PLO, the two largest factions are
still at odds over the peace process. George Habash's Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine still rejects the peace talks in
favor of continued armed struggle.
As is characteristic of Mr. Arafat,
the PLO has made contradictory

statements.
The majority of American
media has depicted the PLO as
clearly accepting the Baker plan,
which substitutes thelsraeli/Egyptian/US/Palestinian summit for an
international conference which the
PLO had called for. Yet central
members of the PLO have stated
that this process must lead to an
international conference and insist on PLO participation in the
dialogues. As usual, the PLO
position is convoluted. Should
the Israelis accept Baker's plan,
the PLO would be forced to accept the dialogues, or to openly
reject the plan and disclose their
insincerity.
And has any true progress
been made? Yes and no. Actual
dialogues have not occurred, and
the factionalism of Israeli politics
and the self-contradiction of the
PLO makes the.prospect of" Israeli/Palestinian dialogues doubtful in the very near future. But, as
the flighty Israeli Prime Minister
is cornered into a choice, the inevitability of dialogue will become apparent.

over from the late sixties and early
seventies. So, does it make sense
for the government to invest millions of dollars (which it does not
have), into a seaside resort which
would have little if any benefit to
the 8 million people of Kampuchea? Could any money the
government has not be better spent
on programs to benefit the general health and welfare" of tile
people? Certainly funds could be
spared to combat the leading
causes of death in Kampuchea,
tuberculosis and malaria.
If the government of Kampuchea wishes to obtain foreign
capital from tourism they would
be much better off investing in
facilities around the temples of
AngorWat. These great remnants
of the vast Khmer empires are
today a symbol of Kampuchea.
Isolated, deserted, and crumbling,
they are but a forgotten relic of the
once great Angor empire. Due to
Kampuchea's notorious worldwide reputation it will be very
difficult to rebuild their tourist
trade, but it seems a much more
viable idea to promote a famous
historical sight than it would to try
to rebuild an exclusive tourist
resort.
But in a country torn by a
civil war begun more than 15 years
ago, changes for the better do not
appear to be in the near future. In
fact, the current government is
not even recognized by the United
Nations. (The U.N. recognizes
the C.G.D.K., a coalition government which includes the Khmer
Rouge, the K.P.N.L.F., and a
faction led by deposed ruler Sihanouk.) The recent withdrawal of
Vietnamese troops may only signify a.period of increased fighting
for control of Phnom Penh and
Kampuchea. And there are still
fears that the Khmer Rouse and
Pol Pot (is he still alive!?) will
once again regain control over
parts, if not all, of Kampuchea.
It would seem that the reestablishment of a seaside resort
should be the furthest thing from
the mind of Heng Samrin and the
current government of Kampuchea. The global community
should stop playing political
games for control of Kampuchea,
and instead concentrate on giving
aid to benefit the people of one of
the most devestated regions in the
world.
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World & Nation
Lessons to Learn from Chicago School
-By Bill GhentWorld & Nation Writer

studenthas only been able to apply
to colleges which can accommodate both his girlfriend and himself; the two are expecting their
first baby in the springi Their
salutatorian, Melinda Sargent
wakes up only to find that she
doesn't have the money to afford
the bus fare. Aside from these
personal problems, the real problem is their own safety, " The
problem is getting there and getting back home so you can get
there the next day," says Theophilius Davis. He also says that
the gang rivalry in his housing
project has killed six of his friends
since grade school.
"I knew the kids were bright
and could do better. Now I look
for the students who are jumping
up and down in their seats to ask
questions, who never stop talking, who cut class for a week and
then come in and blow the test
away, who cut up because they
are bored out of their skull. Those
are the kids I want," said Mrs.
Oatman. Her gifted program is
the exception at Crane High
School. Though it may seem
"remedial in many ways" to
Charles Beirne, coordinator of
Chicago's gifted high school
programs, it is no less deemed a
success. The senior class at Crane
High School ranks among the
bottom fifth in the nation, and at
any given day, one-third of the
students at the school are absent.
One, out of four freshmen will
drop out, and less than one out of
five go to college. Of these college-bound students, their aver-

"Never Never Never Quit" is
the slogan of a unique, talented,
and underprivileged group of
gifted students from Crane High
School in Chicago. In this program, the students are not chosen
on the basis of standardized tests
or the usual criteria that goes into
making the typical "gifted " student. Instead, these young men
and women are those students
found within the inner-city hell
from which they are trying to
escape. Their world includes the
eroding housing projects which
some of them live in, the gangs
which inhabit these projects, and
the overall poverty and discrimination the students face from their
own peers as well as from the
outside world. Many of the students have been beaten up and
shoot at on their way to school by
the gangs which control the area.
Others wake up to realize they
have no money for the fifty cent
bus fare to school.
The teacher of these students"
is Joyce Oatman, who teaches a
total of 37 gifted students and
Crane High School; her first eight
graduate this year. The program
is an experiment from the convictions usually associated with
gifted programs around the countiy. The initiators believe that inner
city students are often discriminated against because of their low
performance On standardized tests,
and their abilities are difficult to
assess because of their often
poorly educated parents and their
lack of mainstream American
culture. The programs emphasis
is building self-esteem in a sys-By Matt Drinkwatertem where most students give up.
The students curriculum is
World & Nation Writer
filled with the most challenging
It has been thirteen years since
courses available, including advanced math and writing courses the United States has implemented
at Northeastern Illinois Univer- stricter air pollution legislation,
sity. The classes are based around and it is high time for another
reasoning skills, philosophy, and comprehensive clean air bill to be
deductive and inductive reason- passed.
The bill currently being deing . Outside of the classroom,
Mrs. Oatman takes the students to bated on Capitol Hill includes
various cultural activities such as provisions such as the. eliminathe opera and information ex- tion of some acid-rain pollutants
changes found at museums and from electrical plants, stricter
regulations for automobile exretreats.
The amount of adversity these haust systems, and a general prostudents have had to face is unbe- gram to stop the continued dumplievable, and howthey've handled ing of toxins and smog-causing
it is inspirational. Take, for in- chemicals into the atmosphere.
stance, when they came together Other amendments are being
last year to convmce-crne-trf-their considered, including fining inown to pull out of a gang. Another dustrial sources of acid rain to aid

age ACT score is 10.9, the national average being 18.6. The
gifted program's average is 17.3,
and each of her graduating seniors has been accepted to college.
In a world where many ad-

ministrators, teachers, and fellow
students think that poor Black
students cannot excel, the progress of these students is encouraging. In Lamart Clay's journal he
wrote, "I have learned that some

part of me is not perfect, but parts
of me are excellent." The sideeffects of self-esteem will no
doubt carry these students pass
the adversities which they will
still have to face.

Tripod Forum
I .never thought quotes like this ever really happened, until...
"I'll tell you something. If this country ever loses its interest in sports or ever loses its interest in
fishing, we got real trouble..."
-Bush on the campaign trail at the World's Fishing Fair in Missouri.
"Fresh Goat Meat Daily! Ox Tail's (sic). Cow Foot. Salted Pig's Feet."
-Sign outside Elma's Market, Broad Street.

-

"No one makes foodlike Saga... It's against human nature."
-Soviet exchange studentYan Mazur, commenting on the haute cuisine at Marriot.
"Thirst knows no season."
-Coca-Cola's latest profundity.
"Well, its true that I don't worry about Japan try ing to bomb us, because I know they're not going
to bomb something they already own."
-Joseph Dagg Jr., Californian.
"Perestroika is nothing more than refined Stalinism."
-Dan Quayle
"I think he is a miracle man, a person of courage and charisma, I think he would make a good
Republican."
-Dave Gambill, another Californian.

Nation Needs Glean Air Legislation

Attention:
EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS!
$32,000/year income
potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885
Ext. BK 8408
| STANLEY H. KAPLAN
®»Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances
the June 11 LSAT is the dtae
of the preferred exam for 1991
admissions!
Npw is the time to plan your
study for it.
236-6851
Trnasfer privliges available so
start now

Attention:
EASY WORK
EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products
at home. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885
Ext. W 8408

pering, the atmosphere and the should be applauded for their
Midwest utilities.
The bill is not a perfect, citizens of the United States, efforts to reach agreement with a
complete solution to all air pollu- Canada and other nations have Democratic congress concerning
tion. But it is a start and a long suffered due to carelessness and the clean air bill. Time will tell,
shortsightedness. When will poli- however, whether he is truly the
overdue one.
ticians
learn that the environment ' 'enVironmen tal president'' he says
During the Reagan administration, environmentalists were is not a bargaining chip for their he is when it becomes necessary
more or less left out in the cold. As jobs? If they don'tpass the neces- toTestrictthe actions of those who
count on him the most: big badearly as 1981, the White House sary policies, who will?
The Bush administration nesses.
sought to loosen standards under
the Clean Air Act, and a year later
a House Commerce Committee
found the efforts of the Environmental Protection Agency to be
"dangerously deficient." The resulting congressional investigation into the EPA's actions was in
turn severely hampered by the
DID YOU
KNOW?
vi_ _ o . _ ^ A . Inm
vnniainwo
efforts of the agency's chief Anne
• You can attend a concert performance
Burford, who later resigned under
in Budapest for as little as 500
a storm of controversy. Of course,
• One of the friendliest B & B's in Scotland
few can forget the infamous aconly costs £4.50 a night
tions of former Secretary of the
• Breakfast can be FREE in Las Vegas
Interior James Watt, who de• There's an all-you-can-eat luncheon in
scribed environmentalists as " A
Honolulu for under $4
left-wing cult dedicated to bring• You can ride a loaned bike FREE in Turin
ing down the type of government
Whether you're crossing the USA, touring • There are untouristed, unspoiled
Ibelieve in," and opened a billion
Mexico, or venturing to Europe, you see
beaches and ruins near the Yucatan's
acres of American coastline prethe most fascinating sites and get the
most popular resorts
viously protected by law to oil most from your dollar with today's best...and
much much more!
selling budget travel series. LET'S GO
and gas drilling in July of 1982.
takes you off the beaten path, "away from I
And, as the nation's awareness of
giobal warming grew, in 1987 the clutter and crowds" (Houston Posf).
Interior Secretary Donald Hodel
"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate and
comprehensive." —Los Angeles Times
favored a public campaign to
encourage people to wear sunHARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, INC.
screen and hats to protect themselves from ultraviolet radiation
Eleven guides revised and updated every year!
USA • Europe • Htnlco • Britain t Ireland
rather .than attacking the problem
• France • Italy • Greece • Israel & Egypt
at its source, Lhe production of
• Spain, Portngal * Morocco • California *
fluorocarbons.
Hawaii • Pacific Northwest, Wei tern Canada

LET'S
GO
The Smart

WaytoSee
More and
Spend Less

Simply put, the nation has
been faced with increasingly poor
air quality, while for over a decade the nations lawmakers have
been mostly idle. Through all the
partisanship, poliliking and pam-

4 Alaska

$12.95 each (USA and Europe, $13.95 each)
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Sports
Men's Basketball in Summation

BOXSEATS

ible quickness and should be able own. Other returning players will
to hold teams by full court press- be Matt "Dog" McGowen and
ing and tight man to man defense. David Lillevand, who gave the
Junior
Chris Hinchey and sopho- Bants support throughout the
By Patrick Keane
The Men's Basketball team
more
Matt
Perno could be used season.
came together winning ten of their
Instead of looking for Trinheavily
in
this respect. Other
last twelve games. This was perity
to
replace Stubbs, attention
teams
in
the
league
are
losing
haps their greatest achievement
of the season. Although the team very few seniors, (Wesleyan will should be focused on the talents
Sad as i t may seem, the University of Connecticut Huskies went home for winter break with return its entire team), but re- already present in the squad and
how these playesrs will work best
are for real. Victories over Georgetown and Syracuse have a 1-3 record, they returned to gardless of next years tough together.
competition
Trintiy
can
hold
its
silenced at least one critic. The Huskies have built a 28-5 accumulate a 14-8 mark on the
record, captured a share of the Big East regular season title, and season. Although the team loses
senior co-captain Michael Stubbs,
topped it off by winning the annual-Georgetown-dominated every other varstity player is reConference tournament.
turning for another year. Trinity
UConn'-s suprising. season has been compared to last Coach Stan Ogrodnik realizes the
year's Cinderella journey to the final four by Seton Hall. The significance of Stubbs' departure,
similarities are striking, both teams are from the Big East, but believes that "with a change in
offense the team can still be
utilize a very deep bench, and depend heavily on the efforts of competative." Trinity's offense
asharp-shootingforeigner. This year the scenario has changed, was geared mostly towards feedGaze is replaced by Henefeld and the UConn victories just ing Michael underneath, which
keep coming.
worked incredable well for the
The Huskies' late season heroics have won them the team. However will the absence
number seed in the Eastern bracket of the sixty-four team of experience in the paint, next
year, the team will need to utalize
NCAA tournament. One thing is certain, a decisive victory the outside shooting talents of
over Syracuse in the Big East tournament didn't hurt. A high- guards; Matt Vaughn, Joe Reilly,
seeding will improve the Huskies chances of making a Dennis McCoy, and Mike Allen.
legitimate run at the final four, but do they have the confidence
Perhaps the most pleasant
BEI}EWSON^
and talent to survive the pressure in Denver? The Big East surprise for Coach Ogrodnik was
conference routinely produces a team thatrides high on emotion freshman Mark O'Day who
:
to the surprise of every basketball critic in the country. The Started 20 games and accumu: w ' \ . '•:•. ^ ' • " : } ' : , : - ' . v ] * ' : : ; y A ( - - 3 : : : ' .'•:; » .•• E X I T 3 3 O F F 1 - 9 1
NIGHTLY: Tue?.through Sat, (tj:30 p.m.) MATINEES: Sunday (1p;m.)
Villanova Wildcats came out of nowhere in 1985 to win the lated 138 points and 91 rebounds.
For Reservatidns.lntotniation & Group Discounts call (203) 525-8611 : ; :
show in Kentucky behind a geriatric coach and 70% shooting O'Day worked well with Stubbs
and
looks
as
if
he
will
grow
into
a
from the field in beating Georgetown. That name keeps
BERENSONS'HARTFORD JAI-ALAI
popping up, doesn't it? The Hoyas have won twenty-one out great player. The absence of
experience down low should open
of twenty-five Big East post-season tournament games and the doors for freshman Pieter
made it to the NCAA final game three times in the 80's.
Vander Heide and Doug Rausch.
WITH THIS PASS
A trip to the final four for UConn would leave only two Two other paint players, Mark
Present this pass at the Box Office to receive
Big East teams who haven' t'made it to the show since 1985. Do Horncasfle and Toni Roca, saw
time this season and should help
Four $4.00 Seats FREE
«
the Huskies have the mettle of a Villanova, a Seton Hall, or a with the boards. Regardless of
Otter expires April 29,1990
»
• Providence? That question remains to be answered and as their lack of game time, they can
Jong as fellow named Rumeal doesn't get in their way, the play the game and will be needed
— Valid College ID Required —
for next years team.
Huskies just might do it.
COUPON G00O FOR ANY ONE PROGRAM.
The new squad has incred-By Cara CahalanSports Writer

Is UConn for Real?

jai-alai

gourmet dinners

HARTFORD \jCII-aiCII

FREE ADMISSION

STATE U W : MUST »E 18 YEARS OF AGE

High Spirit's Liquors
Wines and Liquors
Free Delivery
237 White Street

525 - 2221

Joe Harris ^ 4 |
FORECASTS

^

t f

Kea'ss
Busch 1/2
Busch 1/4
Mgl's Best 1/2
Bud and Bud Light 1/2
Bud and Bud Light 1/4
Miller Genuine Draft 1/2
Miller Lite 1/2
Rolling Rock 1/2
Rolling Rock 1/4

Pro/College Hoops
NBA
Tuesday, March 13,1990
Probable Winner
*Atlanta
*Cleveland
*Denver
*Indiana
*New York
Phoenix
*Portland

Margin in Points
1
1
3
2
1
1
14

Probable Loser
Boston
Philadelphia
Houston
San Antonio
Chigago
*Utah
Orlando

NCAA
Tournament Picks- First Round
UConn
Duke
Illinois
Arizona
Minnesota
Oregon St.

Indiana
UCLA
Arkansas
Michigan St.
Notre Dame
Louisville

Clemson
La Salic
Kansas
Oklahoma
Xavier
Georgetown
Houston
LSU
Syracuse
UNLV
New Mexico St. Michigan

St. John's
UNC
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Ohio St.
Alabama

$34.99+
$20.99+
$26.75+
$44.00+
$24.99+
$44.00+
$24.99+
$44.00+
$24.00+

Specials;
Glacier 12 Pack
5.39+
Keystone Suitcases
8.99+
Busch Suitcases
9.99+
Mil's Best Bar Bottles
6.99+
Black Label Bar Bottles
6.99+
Senator's Club Vodka
9.99+

The last day to order green
kegs is Wednesday, March 14.
[
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East
Southeast

1 UConn
16 Boston U,
8 Indiana
9 California
5Clemson
12BYU
4 LaSalle
13 Southern Miss
6 St. John's
11 Temple
3 Duke
14 Richmond
7 UCLA
10UAB
2 Kansas
15 Robert Morris

1 Michigan St.
16 Murray St.
8 Houston
9 UCSB
5LSU
12 Villanova
4 Georgia Tech
13 East Term. St.
6 Minnesota
11XJTEP
3 Missouri
14 Northern Iowa
7 University of Virgina
10 Notre Dame
2 Syracuse
15 Coppin St.

1990 NCAA

Midwest

West

Champion

10klahoma
16 Towson St.
8 North Carolina
9 S.W. Misouri St.
5 Illinois
12 Dayton
4 Arkansas
13 Princeton
6 Xavier
11 Kansas St.
3 Georgetown
14 Texas Southern
7 Georgia
10 Texas
2 Arizona,
15 South Florida

1UNLV
16 Arkansas-Little Rock
8 Ohio St.
9 Providence
5 Oregon St
12 Ball St.
4 Louisville
13 Idaho
6 New Mexico St.
11 Loyola Marymount
3 Michigan '
14 Illinois St
7 Alabama
10 Colorado St.
2 Arizona
15 South Florida

Hockey

Men's Basketball Final Stats

Conn. College ^Trinity 3

Player

Pts

Rbs

Michael Stubbs
Joseph Reilly
Matt Vaughn
Mike Allen
MarkO'Day
Dennis McCoy
Chris Hinchey
Pieter Vander Heide'
Matt Perno
Mark Horncastle

472
349
211
182

398
50
100
31
91
38
21
53
22
26

Trinity (18-7)
Conn College (16-9)

:•-• . 1 3 8

117
67
44
39
28

2
1

1 -3
3-4

O
0

G o a l s : , iCrebs ( 2 ) M u r p h y
.Saves;.. 1]u.ck.36........ ,,. ,...,..^: .'./,„„,.,,,,,.„,,.,,.,,..,.
Teams which have won the
NCAA title more than once.

10
UCLA
Indiana
5
5
Top Five Scoring Averages in NCAA Kentucky
Tournament play.
Oklahoma St.
2
Kansas
\ 2
Avg
Player, Team
G
Yrs
' .2
San Francisco
B. Bradley, Priceton
63-65 9
33.7
2
North Carolina
O. Robertson, Cinn.
58-60 10
32.4
J. West, West Va.
58-60 9
30.6
2
Cincinnati
E. Hayes, Houston
66-68 13
27.5
North Carolina St. . 2
L,Alcindor,UCLA
67-69 12
25.3

:

,

Leaders

•

..-•• •

•

•

:

'

3,667 - Pete Maravich, LSU, 1967-1970
3,249 - Freeman Williams, Portland St.,
1974-1978 •"•
3,157- Lionel Simmons, LaSalle, 1986present
3,066 - Harry Kelly/Texas Southern, 19791983
3,008 - Hersey Hawkins, Bradley, 19841988 :
... ;
2,973 - Oscar Robertson, Cincinnati, 19571960
2,951-Danny Manning, Kansas, 1984-1988
2,914 - Alfredrick Hughes, Loyola, 111.,
1981-1985
2,884 - Blvin Hayes, Houston, 1965-1968
2,850 - larry Bird, Indiana St., 1976-1978

The View Specials

This week's College
View Athlete of the
week is senior tricaptain Todd duBoef.
duBoef, a steady
force for Trinity
Hockey over the last
four years, finished
his career with 133
points.

Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3 pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best from from 9
p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are only $3
between 9 p.m. and closing

M

'^" "

,

Hockey's Hopes Toppled by Connecticut College, 4-3
Third Period Camel Blitz Ends Bantams' Championship Run
-By Rick ZednikSports Editor
As senior tri-captain Todd
duBoef put it, "everyone wants a
storybook ending," but the Bantams ended a very successful
season with a disappointing 4-3
loss to rival Connecticut College
In the EC AC South final last
Wednesday.
The Bantams advanced to the
ECAC South final by defeating
WNEC 5-1 and ConnV College
won the right to play for the title
by downing lona. The Bantams
and Camels, seeded first and
second, respectively, had met on
February 20 in a close game which
Trinity won 3-2, essentially deciding the first seed for the postseason. Trinity came into the game
sporting an 18-6 record (17-3 in
North/South play) and Conn.
College countered with a 15-9
mark (15-3).
The rivals came onto the ice
with obvious playoff intensity.
The Camels got on the board first
with a goal by Jeff Legro at 5:46
in the first. That lead held up for
over ten minutes, but as tri-captain Mike Murphy '901aterstated,
the Bantams were "confident
throughout the game." At 16:02,
Rob Krebs '93 received the puck
off a John Gregory '91 face-off in
front of the net and put it past
Camel netminder Jim Garino, to
'• tie the game at one.
Two minutes and eight seconds later, Krebs, this time playing on the power-play unit with
Conn.'s coach's son Doug

Roberts, Jr. in the box, scored his pressure on^ the Bantams. At
second goal of the game. After 14:00, Roy Woishek tied the game
taking the relays from duBoef and by pushing the puck past Tuck.
Scott Leddy '92, Krebs shot, hit Only :58 later, Geoff Schaeffer
the post, and scored on the re- took a pass from all-star Joe
bound. The Bantams took a 2-1 Cantone to put the Camels on top,
lead into the lockerroom at the end 4-3. The Bants kept their poise,
of twenty minutes.
The second period
was dominated by a
Camel attack which registered 16 shots on goal,
compared to only five
for the Bantams. Jeff
Tuck '92 was a force
between the pipes, allowing virtually nothing
to get by. The score
remained 2-1 after two
periods.
In the third, Trinity
struck first at 3:16 on a
slapshot by Murphy,,
assisted by Bill Macartney '90 and Jay
Monahan '93. The score
gave the Bants a twogoal
cushion. The home team
almost added another
when Martin Mooney
'92 circled behind the
net and hit Murphy in
front, who was unable to
put it in the net. The
Camels retrieved the
puck, skated down ice
and Chris Hawk fired a
slapshot past Tuck to
take the wind out of
Trinity's sails.
Trinity hockey finished with a 18-7 record.
The Camels, whose
coach is former NHL veteran but were unable to penetrate the
player Doug Roberts, ST., showed plane of Conn.'s goal.
signs of a winner by putting the
It was only Conn. College's

third win in the last twenty gamesagainst Trinity. They lost the
championship game 6-5 Sunday
against Fitchbug State.
Coach Dunham saw a lot of
down faces after the game and
asserted that it was a good thing.

single goal.
Murphy expressed thatit was
a sign of a winning program that
the Bantams had expected to be
champs. In addition he said, "I
will take away the sense of family
I had felt within the team. The
team really gelled towards the end of the
season." duBoef emphasized the team's
season accomplishments which included a
thrilling McCabe Tourney victory over
Amherst and achieving
the number one seed for
the playoffs. "The Trinity tradition was kept
alive," duBoef added.
The team will
miss Murphy and
duBoef, who finished
their careers with 158
and 133 points, respectively, placing them
third and fifth on the
school ca/eer lists. In
addition, tri-captain
goalie Steve Gorman,
rightwing Bill Macartney, and defenseman
Eric Laakso were integral parts of the team
who will be graduating.
The future
looks promising, however, with a number of
key players returning
next year with the addiPhoto by Kathleen Thomas
tion of two top recruits.
This team hated to lose. Trinity Congratulations on a great seaended its season with a record of son, can't wait until next year.
18-7. Six of its losses were by a

Women's Squash Finishes Season Ranked 4th in Nation
-By SusieDyson &
Elisabeth Delduca
Sports Writers

Well, the squash season is
finally over. Here's a quick run
down of the last hectic month.
Starting at the Howe Cup Team
Tournament, the Bantams arrived
at Yale to find out that the original
schedule of play had been changed
to the extreme disadvantage of
the racket wielding women. No
longer were they to play Princeton, but instead they were to face
their biggest rival Franklin &
Marshall. Shocked by this sudden change, they lost the match 36. (Earlier in the season, the Lady
Bantams defeated F&M 5-4).
Then they played number two
ranked Princeton who beat them
9-0. This lopsided Princeton victory does not reflect the toughness exhibited by the Bantams
throughout the match. Their next
opponent was Penn. Trinity was
ready to win, and win they did, six
to three. Number one ranked
Harvaid was the next challenge

for Trinity. They were defeated
8-1,butagain the individual games
were close. Last, but not least,
came Yale, and Trinity lost two to
seven as the Lady Bantams ended
up number five in this e'vent.
Senior Robin Siver was the standout of the tournament winning
three out of ther five matches.
Two days after the Howe Cup
Tournament,, the Bants travelled
toWilliamstowntoplayWilliiams
and trounced them handily 8-1.
The J.V squad, had a very strong

showing winning threeoutof their
four matches. Amherst was next
on the Bantam agenda and were
crushed handily 7-2. Next was
the final match of the season
against Brown which determined
their eventual number four ranking in the dual match season.
Thanks to Amy Chick for winning the decisive match, Trinity
finished number four in the country.
But squash wasn't over yet
for the top five players on.the

team who travelled back to Brown
over the weekend to compete in
the Women's Intercollegiate
Squash Nationals. There were
strong showings from Trinity's
upperclassmen, senior Robin Silver and junior Courtney Geelan.
Courtney Geelan played the best
she's ever played upsetting a
placed competitor in Erica Gustafson. Also senior Robin Silver
made it into the finals of the constallation.
The Lady Bantams will defi-

nitely miss the experience and
leadership of senior co-captains,
Robin Silver and Phoebe
Sylvester. Not only did they
provide the team with enthusiasm
and spirit, but they were hard
workers setting an example for
the rest of the team. The team will
really miss the contribution that
these two seniors added to the
team throughout the season. Next
year the team will depend on the
leadership of newly appointed
captain Courtney Geelan.

Equestrians Tie For Second at Walker Classic
-Special to the TripodThe Trinity College Equestrian Club had the home court
advantage last Saturday. They
pulled together a horse show at
their home stomping grounds,
Ethel Walker School. With the
help of Anne Marie Hurtgen and
Peggy Dils the show went off
without a hitch.
Some of the other competing

Is UConn for Real?
Basketball Wrap-up

schools were Brown University, Eugene Northacker received his
Connecticut College, University first ribbon ever, a third, in his Beof Connecticut at Storrs, Yale Uni- ginner Division. In the Novice
versity, Stonehill and Post Col- Division, senior Erin Black releges. Out of the schools that did ceived a fourth for her jumping
compete, Trinity College tied for class, whilesophomore Sarah
second place with Brown Univer- Chappell got a third on the flat
sity. Roger Williams College had and a fourth in jumping. Senior
a number of wonderful rides and Sarah Codd placed third, junior
won the show.
Michelle Paquetle placed third
From Trinity Bantam and sophomore Hannah Stebbins
homefront, junior Laura Jelsma was second in their individual
won her Intermediate Division Andvanced Beginner classes.
jumping class, and freshman Sophomore Laura Lynch recieved

a fifth and a sixth in her intermediate Oat and jumping classes. In
the highest division, Open, senior
Vera Hill was fourth in her jumping class, and sophomore Jeff
Nowak received a fourth place on
the flat and a second in jumping.
The members of the Trinity
College Equestrian Club will
hopefully be trotting down the.
highway toward future wins at
other colleges like Stonehill and
the University of Connecticut in
the next few weeks.

On the Stats Pages
Basketball Final Point, Rebs
NCAA Pairings Listed

